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The cultural wealth of the world is owned by the people of the world, let's take it back.
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Introduction to The Comprehensive Plan
#TCP #TheCompPlan #UnityPlan
Editable link: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J06rDkTdgH_ZLCL_h9D-iX_tnF-AHj6YDlkChGHE1Rc/edit?usp=sharing

Summary:
The Comprehensive Plan (TCP) is an interactive methodology, actual
printed step by step plan for the transformation of society, and an action
adventure fictional book.
The Interactive methodology is founded on the concept of metamorphosis,
using the transformation of a caterpillar into a butterfly, as a model for the
transformation of society. Through the Unity Network and the Community
Elections anyone can input ideas, and we interactively prioritize them. Our
goal is the completion of a simple to follow step by step plan. The first step
gets the most resources and focus but our goal is to eventually implement
the entire plan just like the many agenda items listed at a meeting.
Current Top priorities for TCP include initiating the Alpha version of the
CommUnity Elections to be able to start prioritizing all the ideas and evolve
the plan in an interactive way that everyone can participate with. Anytime
you see a “Vote Link:” you can click on that link to vote for priorities in the
Plan. Also we are writing a novel that can visualize within an epic story, the
application of TCP in a real world setting.
True Story: In the deep jungles of the Yucatan peninsula, the last Mayan
king worked with his priests and librarians to prepare for the battle to
safeguard the last remaining Mayan scribes. The time had come to guard
and safe keep the Mayan written language from the european
conquistadors who were about to launch their attack and begin a bloody
battle.
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Purpose
•

To document and teach the methodology of our network, the primary theory we bring
to the world, is that it may be impossible to solve the global crises as separate
fragmented problems, and that the only solution that may work is a comprehensive
one that is applied through integration with all segments of society simultaneously.

•

To document and provide a guide for the transformation of society using a simple
step by step plan, but allow for total interactivity for updating and current
applicability.

•

To educate the public about the diversity of solutions that they may not even know
about.

•

To bring hope to people who don’t currently see a linear solution to our collective
problems and global crisis, because maybe there is no linear solution, and only a
cyclical transformative solution will work, and this may be the first time they are
learning about a cyclical transformative solution.

•

To get people excited about transformative politics and ideas by introducing them in
the form of a novel, and eventually it could even become a movie, that gives people
a real life experience of what would happen to the world if a transformative political
and cultural movement succeeded.

In that same context, our goal is to show that a successful transformative political and
cultural movement would be a great asset to humanity and all of the species that live on
our planet. The Comprehensive Plan model focuses on the transformation of the root
systemic infrastructure of our society, and works with the day to day active lives of
citizens to enhance each individuals current life experience as the primary product of
the transformation process. Therefore if successful the transformation will not only
allow individuals to continue their existing lifestyle and life experiences for themselves
and their children, but our goal is actually to enhance the life user experience for
everyone.
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Summary / Prelude:
The book leads off in present day Guatemala where an oil cartel is investigating a small
oil reserve in the heart of the tropical jungles. During their surveys a small team happen
upon two young mayan warriors who are quickly killed. It becomes evident that the
mayan warriors were protecting a small underground temple. Eventually within the
temple incredible discoveries are learned including a few destroyed mayan books and
two ancient artifacts. The artifacts happen to be of high interest to the elite family elders
who own the oil cartel, and its dated older than the maya themselves.
The next chapter takes us back to the mid-evil jungles of the Yucatan in the year 1697.
The spanish conquistadors have been engaged in the slaughtering and genocide of the
indigenous mayan cultures for 200 years. At this point the only high level mayan
scholars alive in the world, who hold the key to the historical record of the mayan written
language are Popo Vu, the last mayan king of the Etza Empire, and his handful of
spiritual librarians.
The Etza people fight back and violently and mercifully slash spanish soldier heads off,
and hang them to dry on poles in the sun. The spanish conquistadors, embarrassed by
their inability to destroy this last mayan holdout, prepare and eventually launch a small
army to attack the last mayan capital that sits on an island in the middle of the lake.
With boats vs. canoes, and bow and arrows vs guns, a huge gory and bloody battle
ensues, with the complete slaughtering of soldiers, women and children.
By the end of the second chapter the last 5,000 books of the mayan written language
are burning. The last high level intellects and scholars of the maya are dead. The
cultural genocide is complete. But as the last mayan king is bleeding out before he
dies, with his last breath, he orders three of his soldiers to initiate the most secret and
high priority mission of the entire mayan culture; to take a small stash of books and
artifacts to a pre-designated secure location, and protect them for generations.
Flash forward more than 300 years to an office meeting where elite executives are
teleconferencing with holograms, on the 180th floor of a recently completed New York
tower built in 2025. The focus of the conversation, that they bring out on the table, is an
ancient relic that was found in the Yucatan jungles, and they want to understand the
power of the artifact so they can use it for themselves. At this point the artifact has still
not been decoded, but has been identified as a control mechanism for mind opening
and activation techniques they want use for control against the general population.
Luckily the People’s Global Movement has been active for many decades and is
extremely close to engaging the next level of The Comprehensive Plan (TCP), but
85.71% (6/7ths) agreement is needed within real-time meetings. It has taken many years
to increase the agreement up above 80%, but with over 10,000 people voting, only
2.35%, or about 200 more people are need to achieve agreement. Once agreement is
achieved, over $1 billion will be injected into the movement, greatly accelerating the
plan and initiating production of many basic life necessities to billions of people.
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The real-time meetings are very intense, and emotions run high as the group try to get
the last 200 hold outs to agree to the plans amendments and be able to launch the next
level of The Comprehensive Plan. Once successful the know this will change their lives
and support the lives of billions of people across the world as hundreds of new
programs are activated. No one wants to wait an other day, but agreement becomes
difficult and continues to allude the movement.
Simultaneously a plot has been initiated against the Peoples Global movement by the
elite. This murderous plot has been launched to decapitate the movement. In chapter 5
the current real-time leadership are just minutes away from eradication, and the mole
plans on getting his team in a essential power positions to severely cripple the
movement before the next level of The Compressive Plan can be initiated.
The saga continues with the back and forth internal and external battles between the
People and the corporate elite trying to crush their dreams, but The Comprehensive
Plan has united a strong core that continues to shine and be supported. Even if The
Comprehensive Plan hits the next level of achievement, there will still be huge obstacles
in its implementation, and every step of the way will be a battle of the minds and hears
of the people to win over the corporate powers systems of the planet.
This novel is intend to be interactive, and anyone can help edit, as well as even help
write the novel itself. Disagreements on the direction the novel will take are no problem,
as many different stories and endings can evolve, and the final product may include
many versions, or even a saga with directional turns that the reader themselves can
choose to end up in different outcomes.
Enjoy . . .
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Chapter 1
Present Day Guatemala
“So what the hell are we doing in these jungles again?”
“This is the future of oil my friend”, with new technology we can get this oil pumped out
within the next ten years, and triple our yields”.
“Whoa, watch out with that machete man!”
The jungles are thick with vines, and besides the sound of machete cutting, “slash,
sling”, you can hear an endless symphony of birds, beetles, monkeys, and other
creatures busily communicating and traveling around in the thick jungle heat to find
food.
The two men have slowly cut a narrow low path at a snails pace, just a few feet a
minute, and are surrounded on all sides by wild jungle except for the skinny and low
freshly cut path behind them.
“We are getting no where, this could take forever.”
“Look here”, the older man says pulling a map out of his pocket while crouching down to
rest his back, “this is where we are, and we want to get here”. He points to a slight
opening in the jungle, and indicates that it is only a few millimeters between their current
location and the opening. “We should get through this any minute now.”
“Well thank god, I’m getting eaten alive” says the young handsome twenty-somthing old,
as he flicks an other beetle off his shoulder before reaching for his water jar. He takes
long gulps with his muscular arm protruding from his tight “IheartNY” shirt, and then
brushes his light brown hair from his cleanly shaven face. Looking at his hazel eyes,
one can tell he is out of place in the deep jungles, but not as bad as the guys in suites
who stayed behind at camp.
“I still can’t believe I’m here, tell me again, how long have you been doing this?
“Oh I got involved with the company years ago. and they kept pushing me to this one
area, and we kept telling them that there’s nothing here. But as I told you before, last
month using the Zonic5x scanner, they found a resource signature that required ground
verification. The first 3 times the jungle was so thick we couldn't’ get through, so that is
where you came in to help us find the right angle trajectory to cut our way into the
opening.” Says the older man as he continues to cut and chop closer and closer to
what seems to be non-stop thick jungle, but actually is just a few feet way from opening
up into the meadow.
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“Hey look there, I think I see somethin”, shouts the younger man.
He sees the glistening of what could be an eyeball of an animal, just a few feet away.
Then he sees the movement of an arm, and the slashing noise of metal through the
jungle brush and vines.
Out of the jungle camouflaged backdrop almost magically pops out an incredibly
muscular mayan warrior covered from head to with black and red battle paints. An
arrow whizzes by and he hears a warrior scream as a knife slashes through branches
just a few inches from the older mans body.
As the blade swings towards his neck he leaps back and dives to the ground.
The warrior raises his blade for the final blow, chanting some type of death poem, his
younger partner jumps out and blows the warrior away with 5 consecutive shots of his
glock 45.
The other warrior runs back through the bushes and positions himself up behind some
boulders and starts launching arrows inches from the younger mans head. They fire
back but the warrior ducks behind the boulder, but it allows them to get closer by
running through the gap caused by the slashed bushes from the now dead warrior lying
on the ground that they have to jump over. They find and hide behind a large tree and
can see to their left that the bushes lead out to a sizable meadow.
Arrows continue to whizz by, but the they are safe behind the tree, for now. They sense
a break from the bombardment, and fire their gun while leaning around the side of the
tree hitting the area near the warrior. They notice with their new viewpoint that the
warrior is not behind a boulder, but behind some type of carved stone monument that
seems to be connected to a wall the blend into some bushes that seem to be extending
up a hill.
The warrior screams a piecing death scream, jumps out from above the stone
monument and charges the tree while firing arrows. They lurch back behind the tree
and the older man begins to flee towards the meadow. The other takes two steps back,
dodges an arrow whizzing by, and fires two shots into the warriors chest. He drops to
the ground while still trying to fire arrows. Grabbing his chest his body goes limp and
you can see blood spattered all over his face especially under his chin.
He walks up to the lone warrior with his gun pointed at his head. The warrior weakly
lifts his head towards the man and seems to focus his eyes through the mans head in a
soulful gaze.
He can’t believe his eyes that he is witnessing the death of this warrior, and as his focus
resets onto the warriors eyes, he locks on his peuples and feels a jolt of emotion extend
though his body from his heart and throat. The sensation only last a moment and the
warrior begins to speak softly sill gazing into the mans eyes.
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“Anima kat ti bensa quat lang tut” comes out of the warriors mouth even though his
mouth barely moves. His eyes begin to role back inside his head, as his head falls back
towards the earth.
The man then re-aims his gun, and pulls the trigger watching the warriors head jolt back
and immediate limpness extends though the now lifeless body.
The two men look at each other from afar and silently acknowledge that what they just
experienced was unbelievable.
They look back towards the stone monument and begin to walk towards it.
The younger man says “holy shit, this is temple, this is a temple, I think this is a temple”.
The other responds “Lets get back, the boss is gonna get a kick outa this.”
As they go back through the hole they had cut, they step over the first warriors body and
look back at the other while shaking their heads in disbelief. They then disappear into
the jungle as they start the long trek back to base camp.
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Chapter 2 (storyboard)
1697 - Etza Empire
The spanish conquistadors have been engaged in the slaughtering and genocide of the
indigenous mayan cultures for 200 years. A Jesuit priest has made it his personal
mission to destroy the library of cultural heritage of the Maya, and burn every last book.
The Spaniard conquistadors are embarrassed that after 200 years, they still can’t beat
the so called “pagan uncivilized tribes” of the maya empire, but in reality the ancient
maya are highly intellectual and very intelligent with one of the biggest libraries of
knowledge of the time.
At this point the only high level mayan scholars alive in the world, who hold the key to
the historical record of the mayan written language, is Popo Vu, the last mayan king of
the Etza Empire, and his handful of spiritual librarians.
The spaniards are building one of their key royal roads directly through the area of the
Etza Empire, but they still haven’t been able to finish it because of the constant attacks
from the maya. The Etza people fight back violently and mercifully slash spanish
soldier heads off, and hang them to dry on poles in the sun.
The Spanish conquistadors, embarrassed by their inability to destroy this last mayan
holdout, decide to prepare for the last expedition to conquer the capital once and for all.
The mayan capital of Etza is no small feat to attack, because the city fortress sits on an
island in the middle of a lake. So the Spaniards prepare for over a year, building a huge
war ship called a Galiota, and ready themselves to battle against the fierce mayan
warriors.
Eventually the day comes and they launch a small army to attack the last mayan capital
that sits on an island in the middle of the lake. The Galiota fits over 100 spanish soldiers
armed and ready to defend their ship and attack the mayans. The huge ships of the
Spaniards approach the small canoes of the Etza. The maya grip their bows a little
tighter, while the spanish get their fingers a little closer to the trigger of their guns.
The Etza form a hug arc of canoes blocking the passage of the Spanish Galiota from
getting to the capital. As the ship approaches, the commander orders the soldiers to
stand down and wait. Once the Galiota is in range of the Etza canoes, the mayan
warriors begin to bombard a wall of arrows raining down on the spanish ships.
The spanish use small shields to block the arrows, but some get through and you can
hear the screams of the soldiers getting hit. A few soldiers yell out that they should fire
back, but the commander orders everyone to wait. Within minutes the commander
looses control when a single soldier fires his gun at the canoes, and then all hell breaks
loose.
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Bow and arrows vs guns, a huge gory and bloody battle ensues, with the complete
slaughtering of warriors, soldiers, women and children. As the spanish soldiers get
closer to landing at the edges of the Etza capital, the attack from the warriors increase
as they leap onto the ship. Yet the spanish soldiers hold the edge with their guns, and
the Etza begin to retreat.
As the spanish soldiers begin to slowly but surly encroach on the capital itself, the
residents begin to flee and the slaughter increases as the spanish shoot and slash
women and children the same as warriors. Complete chaos consumes the capital and it
is obvious that the spanish will take the capital.
By the end of the second chapter the last 20,000 books of the mayan written language
are burning. The last high level intellects and scholars of the maya are dead. The
cultural genocide is complete. But as the last mayan king is bleeding out before he
dies, with his last breath, he orders a handful of his soldiers to initiate the most secret
and high priority mission of the entire mayan culture; to take a small stash of books and
artifacts to a pre-designated secure location, and protect them for generations.
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Chapter 3 (storyboard)
New York Skyline Board Room - 10 Years After Present Day
Flash forward more than 300 years to an office meeting where elite executives are
teleconferencing with holograms, on the 180th floor of a recently completed New York
tower built in 2025. The focus of the conversation, that they bring out on the table, is an
ancient relic that was found in the Yucatan jungles, and they want to understand the
power of the artifact so they can use it for themselves. At this point the artifact has still
not been decoded, but has been identified as a control mechanism for mind opening
and activation techniques they want to use to control the general population.
Then out pops this little girl with blond hair, who tumbles out of the celling panels, lands
on the board room table doing backflips across to the other side, springs of the end,
does a full arc, sticks a perfect landing, and bows. Just before they try to grab her, she
leaps up, runs across the table, grabs the artifact, and dashes out the door and is gone.
The chase ensues, but the the clever and tiny girl is always one step ahead. She goes
up in the duct systems and gets up onto the roof. A zip line awaits and she flys from
one building to an other, already set up for her escape. She is embraced by her gang on
the other side and they all flee to their getaway transportation.
Yet we find out later that the artifact on the table was just a replica. And the saga
continues...
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Chapter 4 (storyboard)
The Global People’s Meeting
A boy is running through the jungle, jumping small ravines, and kicking off trees as he
leaps and bounds down the hillside towards a small village clearing off in the distance.
The time is approaching the start of the most important global meeting for years, and
the boy is going to be late so he is running as fast as he can towards the closet village
with a satellite internet hook up to beam his voice across the world.
“Is he here yet?”, they say on the call, “No, still waiting”. Over 10,000 people are all
ready to go but the key presenter to get started for that particular agenda item, is so far
a no show, and it starts in just a few minutes.
The boy looks at his own Moon Clock watch and it ready 69.27:45% and ticking, and the
presentation goes live at 75% exactly. He continues dashing down the trail towards the
town. The entire Plan rests on this 15 minutes presentation that has the possibility of
convincing about 250 people to enact The Comprehensive Plan. This could be the day
that the Plan gets enough support to finely reach the next level. The level leaps the
current $55 million dollar global budget of organizing into a $1 billion dollar rapid
expansion including the initiation of essential basic life necessities that can eventually
support billions of lives.
Jumping over streams, and climbing small hills the boy continues, but is slowing down
cause he is out of breath. Nothing can stop him though, and he continues his trek
towards the town.
“We are just going to have to present with out him” says one of the other facilitators
who is in charge of switching the presenters live to speak to the 10,000+ people on the
line. They are almost done with previous segment introducing the comprehensive
plan’s basic structure, and now is their chance to make the final 15 minute push on the
most important updates before the final vote. They need the boy cause he seems to be
the key to people connecting the dots and understanding the importance of the plan,
and they only need 250 more supportive votes to enact the next level of The
Comprehensive Plan.
Exactly 75.00:00% Moon Clock arrives and passes and the boy is still not there, so
Darien takes over in his place introducing the first three amendments to the plan that
could change people’s mind and vote for its implementation.
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The boy is just 500 meters away from the station, but he still had to cross a large river to
make it to the other side where the station is location. As he runs up to the river, the
boat is just pulling away from the dock, and the boy runs to the end of the dock and
leaps and barely grabs on to the railing of the boat as it is pulling away. Five minutes
later he arrives.
Yay your here, as they strap his head cap on and log him into a screen view for jumping
into the presentation. The last two items are presented, and the vote takes place.
The final tally is 8,653 votes of support, and 1046 people who are not ready. The group
sighs that they will have to wait over a year to get an other chance to enact the plan, but
it is all but a certainty unless something major happens to derail the process, as there is
less than 100 people who are now needed to support the implementation for the next
level of The Comprehensive Plan.
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Chapter 5 (pre storyboard)
The Mole
Chapter 5 has not been started yet, but will be about the mole within the global peoples
movement. The mole infiltrated the highest levels of the Global People’s Movement and
a plot is set in motion to decapitate one of the primary head groups of the Peoples
Movement. Because the structure of the Peoples Movement is nodule, and many
different local groups can function as a head, the elite mole knows that there is only so
much they can accomplish by simply taking out this one key group. Yet this infiltration
can cause a Major set back, and the elite hope for a result where the next vote to
implement The Comprehensive Plan will be filed and the vote will result in substantially
less votes than they were expecting to have. This could stall the implementation for an
other two years.
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The Comprehensive Plan - Ideas & Projects
Created by the Unity Network
Compiled by Jay Blas Jacob Cabrera
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# T r a n s f o r m
TheComprehensivePlan.com/plan

Doc: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mNngT3j_I5a5LmvO6WBFIOYgLzXXeEnWRm8NfuL2snQ/edit?usp=sharing

Introduction to Ideas & Projects of The Comprehensive Plan
"
The ideas and projects of The Comprehensive Plan (TCP) are our collective attempt to create a
step by step guide to implement a integrated solution to our global crises and enhance the “user
experience” of living on planet earth. The most important thing to understand about TCP is that our goal
is integrated implementation as a conceptual whole. Any single solution without integrated understanding
of how it effects all other aspects of humanity and the planet can cause harm just as much as it may be
helping a small segment of society. With the TCP our goal is to look at the whole plan as an integrated
system, so we are better able to compensate and mitigate issues and problems within any one sector of
society as we build a transformative model. Even though it would be amazing to implement and
accomplish the entire TCP, realistically we will focus on the top priorities just like the first agenda items of
a meeting. The order, priority, and the ideas/projects themselves are all relative to the time period we are
in, and can change based on public voting and the input of new ideas. To interact with TCP and submit
your own ideas just go to the website: http://TheComprehensivePlan.com
"
Although each idea/project is listed in step by step order, they are all interconnected together and
feed off of one an other. Currently the steps stated in this document are NOT established through
democratic vote and are subject to change based on your voting and input. Within each section at least
one or more “steps” / priority projects are described clearly explaining the idea/project. Then each section
goes on to explain the integration of the steps and projects within that section of the TCP and reference
systems and methodology as needed (for more methodology information see the Methodology
documentation. In some way this will read like a manual or text book for applying solutions to problems,
except that many times the solutions we propose have nothing to do with the problems that we intend to
solve with them, and you may not understand how these ideas/projects will solve specific global and local
crisis and problems until you understand the integrated aspects of how they all synchronize with each
other, which is the comprehensive aspect of the plan, and the purpose of this document.
It is important to note that the steps of the comprehensive plan are not ordered based on their relationship
to one an other and the projects areas and categories. The steps are ordered by the priority for
implementation. At the end of each step and project listing, there is a link to the category and related
projects and ideas that can be supported.
Also note: Internal “Backbone” plan URA TCP is an external plan based on external projects and priority
voting of the public based primarily on popularity. Therefore it is also essential to have a organizational
internal backbone plan to support the external projects and priorities. The backbone plan as well as the
components of that plan can also be part of the TCP but may not ever be a top priority. The Internal
Backbone plan is only controlled and voted on my active workers within the network.
Third section: Link to project category and related ideas and programs.
Section Outline:
19
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Note: The sections will continue adding one addition idea to each section. Section seven will have seven
idea/projects in it. More work will be done on the order and priority of each project or idea.
Link to More ideas:
LIST ALL current options for Community Elections Voting, and then some... (At least URL voting options)
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Level One: #1 Top Priority:
1. CommUnity Elections
It is important to note, that the #1 top priority of the Unity Network will be decided through the annual
community elections process, and until a annual election has taken place, this could be a year or more
away, we will not have a agreed upon top priority. For the purpose of creating an example of what The
Comprehensive Plan will look like, we are using our current top priority even though it is certain to change
as the Community Elections are an internal core structure of the network, as opposed to an external
project which people are usually more exacted about supporting.
The Community Elections System is an idea we have been working on for over 2 years, and we are finely
launching the Alpha stage. You can vote in the current Level 1 Election by clicking here: http://wc.tc/
voteL1, it only takes 1 minute. The general process is that anyone can input any idea, and then the
community votes on them and the good ideas can bubble to the top. The goal is to help prioritize the
issues and ideas in a way that the masses can get involved in, cause it is all based on simple fast click
voting, but can also allow donations, volunteering, and very advanced voting and ranking systems as
customizable for different level elections and direct democracy. The key is making it all integrated so that
anyone from any group at anytime can be involved and empowered. What ever issue or idea "wins" the
election, the Unity Network will focus on that issue as the top priority for the community. Yet we will
create a priority "agenda" and if an issue isn't the top idea, it can still get done, just like the agenda items
of a meeting. For more info: http://CommunityElections.org

Integration of CommUnity Elections
As a core system of the Unity network, the Community Elections are integrated in numerous other
programs that will be explained further as you read through The Comprehensive Plan. One essential
component of the vision for the Community Elections and an other way of thinking about it is that we are
trying to bridge the gap between our local communities and official government voting. The Community
Elections create an opportunity for bottom up grass roots elections and voting that take place in real time,
every week, month and year. This will fill the gap and eventually bubble up decision that can be
incorporated into top down government elections that only happen every 2-5 years.
Additionally the primary annual election for the Unity Network will coincide with Unity Day, which is the
main annual event of the Unity Network. The top priority event will be announced on Unity Day and be
finalized as part of the local in-person conventions. The only other key integration we will mention for
now, is that the Community Elections also double as our primary fundraising system for both online
fundraising, and field fundraising while doing outreach at community events and activities. In addition to
voting and volunteering on projects and ideas, people can donate to support the projects and ideas they
want to be worked on.
The Comprehensive Plan uses results from the Community Elections to help order the priorities within the
Plan.

Links to Related Projects & Ideas:
•Elections and Voting:
•Decision Making and Prioritization:
•People’s Parallel Governance Systems:
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Level Two: #2 - #3 Priorities

2. Legalize the Industrial Use of Hemp
Currently Medical Marijuana is legal in many states within the US, and smoking marijuana as a
recreational substance is now legal in two states. This is great news for people who use marijuana as
medicine for individuals, but the cannabis plant offers a much more functional use for our society, and that
is Hemp. And even after all of this increased ability for individuals to smoke marijuana, it is still Illegal to
grow cannabis for the industrial manufacturing of hemp. Hemp, unlike consuming marijuana, is capable
of transforming the foundation of our entire economy and is a key step in the transformation of our entire
society. There is an endless laundry list of all the ways industrial hemp can be used in our society, and
the big winners to keep it illegal are oil and forestry corporations, as well as others areas of society.
Integration of Industrial Use of Hemp:
Because of the huge utility of hemp, there are endless other projects and ideas that this can connect to,
but for now we are going to keep this very simple and say that this projects is simply a core goal for
general transformation of society.
Links to Related Projects & Ideas:
Economy:
Cannabis:
Health:
Sustainability:

3. Break up the Big Banks (BUBB)
Four US banks own 70% of the assets and represent 0.2% of the number of banks. These four banks
wield national power that is unimaginable, both throughout the economy as well as within our own
government in Washington DC with a “revolving door” of government officials who are “cozy” with banks.
The process of breaking up the big banks is complicated and multi-faceted, but the general idea is to limit
their size, as well as limit the amount of power and wealth they wield. This includes re-instating glassstegal, and force the break up between hedge funds gambling in the stock market at 5% rates of return,
and traditional banks that make loans at 3% returns. This is the most important step to increase loans to
small business which are the primary generator of the economy.
From there we simply need to decide on what should be the maximum amount of % of assets that the
bank industry should be able to wield. 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%? The banks would simply need to spin off
assets to stay under the maximum size allowed within the market. By limiting the size of banks, this limits
the profits to the 1%, increase jobs and choice for consumers and small businesses, as well as reduces
the power for these banks to control our economy and more importantly our government that is supposed
to be controlled by the people.

Integration of Break Up the Big Banks:
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Breaking up the big banks is an integrated component of the transformation of our society, which is the
one of the most essential elements of our collective social transformation.
This section needs lots of expansion to explain the many branches involved in diversifying, expanding,
stabilizing, and subsidiary-izing of our human economy.
Subsidiary of the Natural Economy
Expanded human economy
Natural Based Economy
Diversify Currencies and Multi Currency Economics
Natural Based Currencies
Reduce Money in Politics

Links to Related Projects & Ideas:
Economy:
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Third Section #4 - #6 Priorities:

4. Money Is Not Free Speech Campaign
Putting people first instead of money is a simple and easy idea to understand as our current economic
and political systems are so obviously putting money before people, our governance, or our planet. We
all know this is not sustainable, and so do the greedy corporations and those who profit from them, so
they look short term and try to squeeze as much profit as possible as fast as possible to get the greatest
return on their investments. If this means buying the media, buying the government, and buying people’s
votes, then they will be first in line to sell and control speech to make a profit.
Lets tell the world that Money is Not Free Speech and instead Money is Greed & Corruption. We must take back our democracy for and by the
people, instead of for and by Money. We must build collaborations between all of the organizations fighting for the people's rights and reducing
influence from BIG money and corporate lobbyists in our government.
Our democracy is at the heart of the transformation of society, as it is rooted in 200 year old systems that are ready to evolve.

Integration of Money Is Not Free Speech Campaign
Evolution of Democracy
Real Democracy
Community Elections
...
Links to Related Projects & Ideas:
Democracy:

5. Integrated Sustainable Design
The general idea of Integrated Sustainable Design combines all aspects of production, use, and re-use of resources and products into the design
itself. The law would simply state that no product can ever be put into production or sold without a pre-planned process for cycling the materials
and waste after the product is used, and those costs must be included in the design. Every product would simply need to be designed to reduce
the cost of proper cycling back into the resource stream. To create a cyclical resource stream, we will have to convert all Landfills to Resource
Cycling Centers.

As soon as you end the use of landfills, you have to re-think the design of everything, and the first step is Scientific studies and analysis including,
A Global Infrastructure survey,a Global Resource management survey, all of which Goes into the Life Cycle Planning of Products. In this way
we can plan the entire history of a product including what it will be turned into after it is done being used, before we even make it.

Links:
Sustainability
Economy

6. Legalize Marijuana
Right now we have medical Marijuana except in Colorado and Washington State. There is no question that this can expand, and reduce policing
costs, reduce costs to prisons, and generally save tax payer money. These days pharmaceutical drugs are a much bigger problem than a the public
enjoying and smoking cannabis for medical purposes. There is no reason to continue waisting money while taking away individual freedoms.
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Integration
Prison
Individual Rights
Links:
Wellness:
Prison
Education:
Drugs
Taxes

Vote Link: http://goo.gl/9ji8FS
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Level 4
#7 - #10 Priorities

7. Idea Fun
To help people document ideas, share them with the public, and build the resource capacity to make the best ideas reality.
Slogan: Finding & Funding the Ideas that we have been waiting for.
IdeaFun is here to help people document ideas, share them with the public, and build the resource capacity to make the best ideas reality.
“Its time to Find and Fund the Ideas we have been waiting for.”
We take a look at the world around us, and as a community it seems that we have a lot of problems in our society with a variety of global crises
arriving.
Our philosophy simply states that maybe we simply haven’t found the idea or ideas that will solve our collective problems. Or maybe the idea is
out there but just hasn’t been supported with funding and resources. So our solution is to create a support system to give any and every idea a
chance at being the idea that we are all waiting for. No matter if it is just a scribble on a napkin, or an idea you’ve been working on for years, and
gave up on, we want to submit it to the public to decide which ideas are the best.
The most popular ideas, and the ideas that could possibly solve our collective social problems and crises will be directly submitted to the
Community Elections where we will be bubbling up a single idea that we can all focus on. for more information about Community Elections:
http://CommunityElections.org

Community Elections
Democracy
Ideocracy

Vote link: http://goo.gl/t2TNAe

8. People's Parallel Congress (Governance
Systems)
The entire People's Communications system can be created at the Glocal level, with State, and local parallel decision making bodies, and to create
a system of people's communication across the World. Currently the United Nations does not support communication between people across the
world, it only supports communication between Nation States, and the special interests of Nation states, not the people within those nations.

Note: the United States Congress currently has 7% approval rating, we can do better than that with our
eyes closed.
The People's Parallel Congress is actually for the People, of the People, by the People, without lobbyists
or direct corporate / business influence. The Peoples Parallel Congress, unlike the current official United
States Congress would have...
No Lobbyists
No Corporate or Business influence or representation
No decision making or voting based on Money
No direct Elite influence or indirect influence from the 0.0000….0001%
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No influence from Big Banks, Weapons Manufacturers, Wall Street, Big Oil, Big Pharma, Big
Telecommunications, Big Internet etc.…
The People's Parallel Congress will be Non-partisan, any party afiliation can be involved, and any actual
person Can Vote for representatives including Elites, but that is the only way the richest of the rich and
most powerful can be involved. Elected or Appointed Representatives must step down from 0.0000….
0001% Elite influenced Jobs, and be pre-automatically recused from any decision that is a conflict of
interest with their current or previous personal job or income, as well as other life activities including
political activities, affiliations and campaigns. Additionally all communication, not just voting, must be
documented and done in public NOT behind closed doors. Overall the idea of People's Parallel
Governance Systems can be done at the national level of any country (either congresses or parliaments),
as well as the global level, or any other level of government.
Why go to all the Trouble to create such a body that has no constitutional or governmental power? There
are five simple and very important reasons to do this.
1.
Communication between actual People: we believe the primary purpose of congress is
communication between everyday people across the nation. Without communication between
normal people it is impossible to make decisions, pass laws or bills on behalf of people. Currently
congress is better at providing communication between Big money, lobbyists, and corporate
interests than it is at having basic communication between normal everyday people.
2.
Analysis and Data: The People's Parallel Congress will vote on every bill, law, or proposal that
the official congress votes on, and overtime the record of the People's Parallel Congress can be
compared to the votes of the existing official United States Congress to analyze and compare,
and then educate the people about the difference of a Congress for,by and of the People, and a
Congress for, by, and of the influential Rich, corporate, lobbyists.
3.
Training Ground for Official Candidates: people who have experience the People’s Parallel Congress, will
4.

have a huge advantage if elected into congress. They will understand the decision making systems, and have resources
and contacts already on a national level.
Run a Slate against the existing congress: By running everyone together as an individual slate, fundraising and national
outreach will be much easier. The power that comes with running a unified national campaign is MUCH better than simply
running hundreds of fragmented campaigns at local levels all with very little funding.

Vote link for People’s Parallel Congress: http://goo.gl/FaA0gj
Related Ideas:
People’s Parallel Congress
Democracy
GEP
LBP

9. People's Law Posters (Law By People)
The idea behind Law By People is to create law that is made for and by people, not politicians and lawyers. Our initial goal is to translate the
Deeclaration of Independence and the US Consitution into everyday language that even a 8 year old can understand. We are also working on
versions of the World Declaration for Interdependence. Join us in our collective effort to create law that means something to us people and stop
letting our democracy slip away into archaic doccuments written in laguages spoken by people 100's of years ago, and re-claim our democracy
for our children and their children with simple commonsense laws that are easy to read, understand, and only consit of a few pages instead of
10,000's of pages that are non-sense to the common person, but are the foundation of power for laywers and the eilite.
More information: http://LawByPeople.com
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10. Unity Flags
The Unity Flag is a conceptual combination of symbols and flags that represent the most important movements of our time. Instead of creating a
new symbol to represent the unification of the diversity of movements, we thought it would make a lot more sense to simply use the existing
symbols in an iconic flag. The Unity Flag does just that, by combining the most prominent symbols of the movement into a single flag. The
process is fully interactive, and anyone can vote on which symbols are the most important ones of our time, and the symbols can change over
time as social movements evolve. The Unity Flag only uses open cultural designs, or if it has full permissions from a trademark, this will allow
the Unity Flag image itself to be free and open for anyone in the world to replicate and use.

The interactive Unity Flag is created by everyone voting on all the symbols of the People's collective
movements. The symbols that get the most support then become the symbols used within the Unity Flag.
Overtime as social movements change and evolve, the Unity Flag can evolve as well, but much slower
than the top priority issues and ideas. What symbols do you think are the most important to represent the
movements of the world? Peace Flag, Fist, Rainbow Flag, Earth Flag, Cannabis Flag, the list goes on and
on and you can add your own symbols and vote . . . More info on the Unity Flag and to vote: http://
UnityFlag.net
Unity Day
Unity Network
Unity Card
Black Unity Flag

Vote link: http://goo.gl/vvJ1Xw
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Fifth Section #11- #15 Priorities:

11.Unity Days
Unity Day is our annual Unity Network event, with the date chosen interactively though online voting.
This will be the primary day were the Unity Network invites everyone to come out and show support for
uniting the diversity of people and movements of the world together, and to remind the governments who
is really in charge. The goal is masses of people, not civil disobedience, which means Family Friendly and
Safe! For those who are more interested in civil disobedience instead of family friendly, don't worry, there
will be a day for unified civil disobedience as well, and we will send more info on that when ready, but
your welcome to help out. More info on Unity Day and voting to choose the date: http://UnityDay.net

Vote link: http://goo.gl/YZSyef

12. Round Table Community Poker Games

13. The Comprehensive Plan Book
The Comprehensive Plan is an interactive methodology, actual printed step by step plan for the
transformation of society, and an action adventure fictional book.
The Interactive methodology is founded on the concept of medimorphasis for the transformation of a
catapilar into a butterfly, as a model for the transformation of society. Through the Unity Network and the
Community Elections we interactively prioritize all the ideas into a step by step plan. The first step gets
the most resources and focus but our goal is to complete the entire plan just like all the agenda items
listed at a meeting. More Methodology info: www.wc.tc/methodology
Currently the top priority for the comprehensive plan is to launch the community elections to be able to
start prioritizing all the ideas and evolve the plan in an interactive way that everyone can participate with.
For more on the Plan: http://wc.tc/plan
In the deep jungles of the yucatan peninsula, the last Mayan king worked with his priests and librarians to
prepare for the battle of all battles to continue the Mayan writing... Http://wc.tc/TCP

Vote link: http://goo.gl/XrSCkC

14.Unituality
Unitutality combines aspects of spirituality, religion, and science to understand the mysteries of the universe, multi-verse, and maxi-verse
energies that we strive to connect to. This goes in alignment with the Unity Movement very well as ‘unity’ is already associated with a spiritual
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connotation, and we know that a successful social transformation of our world must include spiritual, religious, and scientific institutions, as well
as political and economic ones, so we included them as part of the foundation of Unity. The primary theory of Unitality is that we all actually
exist within a fourth demential consciousness, which projects the three detentions that we collectively experience as a linear temporal reality.
Unituality uses the foundational theories of String and M Theory, Dark Energy Theories, and scientific modeling of consciousness, as well
ancient spiritual and religious texts.

15. Community Lottery Pool
The Community lottery Pool can help fundraise for community projects and the Community Elections.
Although we could get lucky and eventually win with a lottery ticket, the goal is to help make sure that the
millions of dollars of unclaimed prizes goes DOWN! Almost 1 billion dollars of winnings are never claimed
each year!!! (about 2% of the total. We can check people’s numbers for you and let you know if you won,
for as little as 1% of your winnings.

"

# 16 Unity Network

The Unity Network uses principles of sustainability, grassroots activism, and collaborative decision
making to help find solutions to the greatest problems of the 21st century. Our goal is to support
and catalyze unity between the diversity of people and movements across the world to work towards
tangible social transformation and build balance with our national world. Currently our general priorities
involve developing new governance and economic system proposals based on natural ecology and
sustainability that can help meet basic life necessities of all people, and a variety of other projects.
The Unity Network's methodology consists of a comprehensive unified strategy that we see as one of
many possible options to solve our collective crisises. We believe there are common roots to all of our
problems, and that there are collective solutions no matter what the problem is. Our hope is to educate
and help provide an open framework for any issue or group to collaborate together and build support.
Currently many of the roots of our collective problems arise from un-representative democratic systems
based on money and elite wealth having unequally representation, so many of our current project are
solutions to that type of issue although we have many other seemingly unrelated issues we also address.
Interconnections:
Community Elections, to prioritize ideas and proposals that anyone can input.
Unity Flag, a visual iconic symbol of unity between the peoples movements.
Unity Day, an annual event to support building unity between all people and movements.
People's Parallel Congress to create communication and representation for normal everyday People
without influence from Money, Business, Lobbyists, or elite.
The Comprehensive Plan, and integrated step by step solutions to global crises, published along with an
action adventure book.
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Level Six
Ideas #??? - ???? (just descriptions)

17. Neutral Organizing Teams Vote link: http://goo.gl/QBlyRu
•
Create a Glocal Network of Neutral Organizing Teams to support glocal
collaboration for transformative action. IF Code: zE
18. Rainbow Poker Vote link: http://goo.gl/YXAPbc
•
A new type of poker using 5 suites tp create the top hand possible, the perfect
Royal Rainbow to strive for. IF Code: As
19. AcelaJob Vote link: http://goo.gl/BtdYci
•
A service to empower people to find new job opportunities even when busy at
your current job, or unemployed. IF code: Jp
20. Brain Wave Language Vote link: http://goo.gl/BNiZqX
•
Deveople a system to record, share and play back brainwaves for building a new
brainwave communication language. IF Code: HQ
21. Break Up the Police Vote link: http://goo.gl/NPmo7k
•
Separate enforcement of the law from neutral collection of facts and evidence,
end the conflict of interest of prosecutions. IF Code: R44
22. End Police Brutality Vote link: http://goo.gl/nIZCZ3
•
Campaign to get the Police to act humanly and respect people, especially people
of color. IF Code: 2G
23. Glocal People's Governance Vote link: http://goo.gl/ntX6sS
•
Bottom Up Democratic People Power, to Empower Local Communities and
Parallel governance systems Globally. IF Code: EC
24. Hemp Education Project Vote Link: http://goo.gl/QkCwsh
•
Support general education for people to understand the benefits of industrial
Hemp. IF Code: Z7
25. InterMovement Training Vote link: http://goo.gl/KgoYQv
•
Trainings focused on how to collaborate between movements for unity and
manifestations bigger and better than ever before. IF code: rN
26. Law By People Vote link: http://goo.gl/eKsYPa
•
Create Law for and By People, not politicians and lawyers, starting with
translating the US constitution into everyday language even 8 year olds can
understand. IF code: qE
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27. Legalize Industrial Use of HEMP Vote Link: http://goo.gl/uBTjWv
•
Support the transformation of our economy by using hemp for paper, rope, oil and
more... IF Code: b5
28. MCCC Vote link: http://goo.gl/nKqz1V
•
Medical Marijuana Packaged product cooperatively and community run. IF code:
kX
29. MoM Vote link: http://goo.gl/xHJ8ot
•
Help catalyze a Movement that becomes bigger than the Global Revolution/
Occupy/Real Democracy Movements of 2012. IF Code: Lu
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Level Seven
Ideas #30 - #168 (just one line name/description)
30. General Assemblies Network
31. Declaration of Interdependence
32. Grant Making Network

33.Support the Earth Flag
34.Match Carbon Emissions to Earth's Ability to Sequester Carbon
35.Cannabis Flag
36.Carbon Based Currency
37.End Littering of Cigarette Butts with RCV
38.End Non Point Source Pollution
39.Resource Cycling Value (RCV)
40.Resource Cycling Centers instead of Landfill
41.Awen Symbol
42.End Non Point Source Carbon Sinks
43.Reduce Global Carbon Emissions
44.Toxin Based Currencies
45.Law By People
46.ONE LAW for Citizens & Government Officials
47.Make All Violence Illegal
48.Institutional Separation of Each Aspect of Criminal Enforcement
49.Stop Spread of Infectious Diseases
50.Umbrella Truth Movement
51.Umbrella Political Committee
52.BJC
53.GEP
54.Gaming MOE
55.Community LIFE Network
56.URA
57.Ramo
58.UniMoe
59.CLP
60.Poker MOE
61.CUPS
62.LIFE Support
63.Digital Storytellers
64.Help Poor/Normal People Run for Office
65.Help Stop Ebola
66.Courts Rules For and By People
67.When to Call (or Not call) the Police Campaign
68.Break Up the Executive Branch and Department of Justice
69.CLN Leadership Council
70.Feminist Symbol
71.Wellness Symbol
72.Peace Banner
73.World Flags Flag
74.Infinity Symbol
75.Yin Yang Symbol
76.Galactic Butterfly Symbol
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77.Om Symbol
78.Heart Symbol
79.911 Truth Symbol
80.Circle Symbol
81.Alien Symbol
82.Rattle Snake Flag
83.Native / Indiginous Symbol
84.Atom Symbol
85.Fist Symbol/Flag
86.Peace Flag
87.Rainbow Flag
88.J (Jay's Personal Life)
89.Cabrera vs County of Santa Clara
90.Field Fundraising
91.URA / Unity Open Advisory Network
92.Jay's LIFE
93.CLN Inc. Board
94.Jay's Candidacy
95.Reduce All Greenhouse Gas Emissions
96.Foraged MOE
97.UIS Umbrella Partnership
98.Global Climate Neutrality

99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.

Economic Stimulus creating jobs for all
Invest in Infrastructure
Raise the Minimum wage - Full Time Job = no poverty
Government that works for all americans - the minority is the majority
Guarantee access to high quality public education for all!
Strengthen and Expand Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid
Re-Balance taxes on the Rich and Corporations to pay their fair share
Balanced trade based on Global Labor Rights
Increase financial regulation on Wall-Street for a Productive Economy that serves
everyone
Invest in Energy Technologies that Drive a Sustainable Economy
Reduce the Military Budget and invest in Local communities
Strengthen Democracy by taking big money out of Politics
Add access to a free and open global internet to the Bill of Rights.
Strategy Coalition
Computerized Cognitive Behavioral Therapy public outreach & government sponsorship.
http://moodgym.anu.edu.au
Simple License Matrix
World Declaration for Interdependence (WDI)
BJC Entrepreneurial Services [BJCservice.com]
BJC Productions [Productions.BJC.in]
BJC Internet Show [Show.BJC.in]
BJC Publishing [Publish.BJC.in]
Nayo - Jay’s First Album [Jay.Nayo.info]
Law By People [LawByPeople.com]
The Invisible World [TheInvisibleWorld.us]
BJC Gardening /Synergies [Synergies.wc.tc]
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150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.

BJC Designs [Designs.BJC.in]
ArtistsInk [ArtistsInk.net]
Metal Currency Vault [Vault.BJC.in]
WC.TC
World Collaborative for Transformative Community
WCTC Media HUB Outlet [HUB.wc.tc]
WCTC Alliance [Alliance.wc.tc]
Wellness Community Transformation Center [SCwellness.wc.tc]
Community Transformation Center [Center.wc.tc]
Livin Zine [Livin.wc.tc]
Listserves Network [Listserves.net]
Interdependence Network [Interdependence.Network.wc.tc]
Sustainability Network [Sustainability.Network.wc.tc]
Metal Currency Network [MetalCurrency.Network.wc.tc]
Skylar Feather Foundation [SkylarFeatherFoundation.org]
Digital Storytellers
Community Action [CommunityAction.wc.tc]
World Input [WorldInput.info]
ICAF - Interactive Community Art Festival
Citizen Review Boards of all Police Departments
Poker Galaxy - Evolve Poker
Strategy Poker
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The Comprehensive Plan - Methodology
Created by the Unity Network
Compiled by Jay Blas Jacob Cabrera

# P l a n
# U n i t y
# T r a n s f o r m
TheComprehensivePlan.com/methodology
Doc: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rf3hWcvIkgvPdZ30hCbK296Ribkj1lF6Z9aK9eM2JBE/edit?usp=sharing

Introduction to Methodology of The Comprehensive Plan of the Unity Network

When the caterpillar transforms into a butterfly, all aspects of the caterpillar,
down to the DNA, transform simultaneously. The foundation of our
methodology is that for our society we need a comprehensive plan that
deals with every aspect of society simultaneously, not in a fragmented
approach. We are not saying the linear change systems and solutions we
use today won't work, we simply believe that we need more groups out in
public who are pushing an option for the transformative model based on
Unity between all movements.
An other way to look at the foundation of our methodology would be that
"getting our own rights while others don't, is not a viable option anymore".
Someone needs to stand up and say that they will not accept getting their
rights without all other marginalized people also having their rights met as
well. So what does this mean for action steps? The foundation of our
methodology supports three primary types of interactive programs which
can evolve and change to meet the current needs of society. First is
democracy, and the evolution and transformation of a stagnant slow, and
stale democracy, into a technologically advanced, fast paced, real-time,
multi-faceted, holographic, nodular democratic trilogy, that focus not only
on the rights of all individual people, but also on the rights of every persons
unique ideas and perspective. Second the importance of foundational
imagery as a tool for collaboration on both the physical and phycological
level, as well cultural, organizational, and economic stability and
preservation. Thirdly and not lastly, we center all our systems on direct
interactive activities and events that the masses can take part in. This
includes fast click voting created specifically for the fast paced busy lives
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people live these days, the 15 minute meeting, the 1 hour campaign
launch, and the one day per year manifestation and decision making
conventions that remind our social institutions who is actually in control.
In this document we will be going into detail on Values, Systems,
Methodology, and Strategies that make up the foundation of The
Comprehensive Plan and the Unity Network.
Our systems work to create maximum flexibility, maximum interactivity, and
increase democratic decision making processes. What we are currently
working on now can always change depending on who gets involved and
what people decide to support. Yet there is something more important than
just what people want to work on and support that is the cornerstone to a
successful transformational movement, and that is strategy.
When collaborating as an individual in a team, it doesn't matter what
people want to work on, if the people within the team don't also have
similar or an agreeable strategy, it just wont work. So when we talk to
people about potential collaboration the first question is not what you want
to work on, but what is your strategy, and does that mesh with our
strategies? If we have similar strategies, no matter what we work on, we
will be much more successful.
If we don’t have similar strategies, it is not impossible to collaborate, but it
is much more difficult and we have specific systems within our
methodology for inter-strategic collaboration on an organizational level.
Individuals simply have too much emotion and personal issues to
collaborate successfully within different strategic systems. Yet
organizations can work together inter-strategically much easier because
you can systematically structure the collaborative systems to reduce
tensions created between individuals who simply don’t agree based on
premiss instead of goals.
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An example would be a group of people who can't agree on raising money
or not. There should be NO need to ever argue about weather or not to
raise money. It is a strategic decision and people should easily have the
option to join a group or network that meets the strategic methodologies
they agree with regardless of what goals they want to help achieve. This is
just one of 10's of strategic methods that are important to consider, what
types of strategies do you focus on?
An example of a foundational strategy for the Unity Network, is that
everything we do is public, absolutely everything. We are not willing to
partake in secret or excessively private conversations as part of our
network. Of course people can have an alias and hide their personal
identity when actively participating, but what they say is public information.
Yet we are willing to work and collaborate with organizations that do
actively utilize secrecy as a primary method of enacting change.

LIFE Support:
L.I.F.E. Support is the focus of the Community LIFE Network, and the center of the Unity
Network. The goal is to make a network linking individual lives and supporting community
leaders to spend more time helping the community and less time worrying about resources, life
necessities, money etc...
Jay is the founder of the Community LIFE Network, and has dedicated his life to helping others
and serving humanity. The question is what we can do as a community to support him being
more successful in his work, and how can we help other community leaders in a time when we
need more help as a human society than ever.
You don’t have to be a community leader or the leader of an organization to join L.I.F.E.
Support. Everyone has contacts, everyone has a network that can support each other. Why go it
alone when you can join the team. Do you want to join the L.I.F.E. Support team and start
helping other community leaders and get help with your life too. Contact us though the above
contact link :) Hopefully some day we will have thousands of people and leaders working
together to support each others lives to better find solutions to solve the problems facing our
civilization.
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Evolved Democracy:
Our methodology is to take democracy to an other level. Overall the current democratic
systems in operation in much of the world, are 200 years old, and have not evolved with
the global interconnected technological advancements and the quick pace of how our
society now operates. This is easy to change.
Equality between all People!
For us basic Democracy is that Every person has equal vote. It should not matter
where they are, or where they come from (even extra terrestrial), if they are here and
we are communicating on any type of basic decision, their vote counts equal to all
others. This is a huge and basic concept, but is not put into practice hardly anywhere in
our society. There are NO barriers to entry to get your vote, it is automatic, and anyone
can participate from anywhere in the world.
Democratic Trilogy:
The Democratic Trilogy is the term we use to describe the evolution of old democracy,
which is primarily “representative” or classes, organizations, and money, depending on
where you are on the planet. We believe that representative democracy as it is today, is
the best form of democracy that has ever been created for government decision
making, and our goal is to expand on it, not replace it. Therefore our goal is to balance
representative democracy with Participatory Democracy and Direct Democracy. The
democratic trilogy being a harmony of all three; Representative, Participatory, and Direct
Democracy. This simply means that every person has the opportunity to collaboratively
make decisions with their community in real time, both in-person at community meetings
and general gatherings, as well as online over conference calls. Also every person has
the ability to vote online in real-time, directly on every single proposal, topic, and
decision that all elected, appointed and representative government official do. Minimally
these will be advisory votes, but the goal is that decisions made by representatives,
participants in the community, and through online direct voting will all be congruent.
That is the most powerful decision of all, one that is the same no matter what the
process of decision making is.
Ideaocracy:
Yet we go one step beyond the Democratic Trilogy which guarantees one person one
vote, and creates equality between every person across the world. Ideaocracy creates
guaranteed equality between all ideas. How can our democracy evolve if ideas from
certain types of people or certain groups are marginalized with no biases, or simply
because there is no money backing those ideas at the time of their creation. By
creating equality of ideas, regardless of who creates the idea or when the idea was
created, it opens up a democratic consideration of each and every idea equal to all
others. This is extremely important in a world where you have an equal vote, but if you
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aren't already an “insider” within the power structures of the world, you have no say and
your ideas are at the bottom of the latter. Democracy will never work when some
peoples ideas, and worse off some ethnicity or stereotype of peoples ideas are not
considered because of who they are and what class they come from. Ideaocracy
ensures that All ideas are at least considered on the basis that all ideas are equal and
must be evaluated without bias or conflict of interest.

Generational Democracy
With Ideaocracy, you can easily take true democracy one GIANT step further with the
concept of General Democracy, Direct Democracy over time, or Historical past future
Present generational direct democracy. This is possible because if you create equality
between ALL ideas, it doesn’t matter what time period the idea came from, or applies to,
the idea MUST be considered equal to ALL other ideas in the present un-biased
consideration for decision making.
All humans should be able to vote regardless weather the are alive, have died, or have
not been born yet. Why should we simply disregard someones point of view, simply on
the biases that they died, or that they will be born next year and are not alive today. A
true civilization must account for all points of view, and not disregard a life, the day that
person dies.
Note: to give rights and conscious understanding of future generations is NOT the same as
giving rights to the “un-born” fetus. The issue of Pro-Life vs. Pro-Choice is a issue between the
un-born fetus, and the already alive mother, and WHO has the ultimate authority over the
decision and control for the women's body. The Pro-choice stand is that the individual woman
always has the ultimate power and say because they are already alive and there is no
guarantee that the fetus will survive at that point. The Pro-life stand is that the government has
the power and say, and that the government can force individual women to make choices that
may not be in there best interest for the existing women, regardless of weather the fetus lives or
dies through the natural pregnancy. Pro-choice does not say that the fetus does not have
rights, it is simply saying that the existing adult women's rights are more important than the
rights of the fetus, because the fetus has a chance of dyeing naturally regardless of an abortion,
and the adult mother is already alive. Generational democracy on the other hand is focused on
actual future living people who will be born and grow up to live regular lives, and the decisions
those people would make for the future of humanity. Any person who is capable of
communicating can be involved in generational democracy, and so we can ask all people their
position on the pro-choice, pro-life issue, in a neutral and unbiased way, and we will, but it is
impossible for us to ask a fetus a question, as the fetus itself is not capable of basic
communication and decision making like a actually born human who can understand basic
communication. Therefore generational democracy can NOT take into account what the
possible decision of a individual fetus would be, because it is simply impossible for the fetus to
communicate with us at this point in time. Maybe one day we will figure out a way to
communicate with un-born fetuses, and obviously in the “third trimester”, communication already
starts to be a possibility, but for early fetuses, for now we have to rely on actual communication
to make decisions on the basis of generational democracy. Again generational democracy sees
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the pro-choice, pro-life issue as a single issue within hundreds/thousands of issues and ideas
that all deserve equal consideration.

Our goal would be detailed questionnaires and surveys from as many living people as
possible of all past and future categories of decisions. This will start with a simple
questionnaire of the 10-20 most important questions and proposals that ALL humans
alive today should be asked, to create a massive database of consciousness that all
people and decision makers can refer to for all future decisions ever to be made.
Additionally for those people who are willing to answer a more in-depth questionnaire
over time, we will issue a new set of questions every year, and overtime expect people
to document their answers to as many as 100 or even 1000+ questions over the course
of their lifetime. These answers can and hopefully will form the foundation of direct
decision making for generations to come.
For all people who have already died or have not been born, perspectives and
determinations would be made on how they would vote to the best of our ability with the
information available. To do this the best strategic ability to perceive a distinct
independent point of view with an unbiased and justifiable probability of understood
determination will be used. In other words this can be done using the scientific method.
And although it can’t be perfect, as can be done with living people, you can easily get a
close approximation of the decision making trajectory that people would have voted if
given the change when they were alive.
Over all human time (2.5 million years) there have been about 100 billion homo sapiens
and other people within the Homo genius. These people, including current living people,
will be the focus of creating a data source for decision making for the democratic
trajectory of humanity.
Additionally we must also consider future unborn people as it is easily possible to
extrapolate their interests within a limited scope of decisions. Current births average
about 100 million per year which is about 1 billion every 10 years and 10 billion every
one hundreds years. With an expected population reduction we can hypothesize that
over a 5000 year period the number of people born could be about 400-700 billion
people.
If you also consider other very intelligent conscious creatures on this planet, with the
capability of complete inter-species communication and perceived perspectives it is
easy to extrapolate an addition 100-300 billion non-homo-genius people that could also
be considered in decision making.
Therefore the most essential foundational decisions for our planet and the future
relationship with humanity, it is essential for us to consider a total direct democratic
decision making matrix of about 1 trillion people of which only about 10-20 billion may
be alive at any one time.
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If you double the amount of time for the homo genius, that would be 5 million years of
people and we could estimate that there would be as many as 100 trillion to 1
quadrillion votes.
The best way to explain this democratic methodology would be the probability of making
the correct decisions with the point of view of a few hundred people with the control and
power who are alive today, or using the vast knowledge and perspective of all 1 trillion
people who have and will exist eventually. Why should a few hundred, or even a few
10,000s of people alive today, determine the future of all of us, especially if it is not in
the best interest of the past or the future of humanity?

Cultural Protection & Rights
One of the most important things is Cultural rights and their relationship to
other forms of rights.
Individual rights are more important, but cultural heritage and preservation
of Indiginous cultures is essential for the future of humanity.
It is very important to define culture to decide which cultures are important
enough to spend resources to save, and which are not important enough
for society as a whole to take action on.
One way of defining cultures to preserve is as unchanging or very very
slowly changing cultures. These types of cultures change very slowly on
the same processes that languages change and evolve. It usually takes
multiple generations.
To expand on this definition we use three components to define a inc
hanging culture.
1) Language
2) Calendar
3) Mannerisms
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Therefore it is very important to preserve the cultural rituals that teach
mannerisms, language, and use the cultural calendar.
Mannerisms can include but not limited to a certain way of walking,
accents, the types and processes for exchanging resources, cooking, and
the way of going about your day.
A calendar, just like a language, can be translated from a local cultural
calendar to a common societal calendar that is easily synchronized with the
Gregorian calendar or whatever calendar is being used at any other local
cultural jurisdiction.
No person, group of people, or culture should ever be forced to use
someone else's calendar, language, or mannerisms.
Other forms of essential RIGHTS to support:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual Rights
Women's Rights
Spiritual Rights
Cultural Rights
Organizational Rights
Religious rights
Ecosystem Rights
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Multi Organizational Entities (MOE’s) & Natural Based Systems
Our organizational methodology consists of being able to interact with all
aspects of society simultaneously. This is essential since our goal is the
complete transformation of society on all levels, and therefore there can be
no area of society that we can’t interact with. Because our laws and
current societal legal structures create fragmentation based on the type of
legal entity that you choose, we therefore must have multiple organizational
entities to be able to legally interact with different aspects of society. We
call this a multi-organizational-entity, or MOE.
In addition to the multiple organizations, we also use a organismic system
of organizing where we utilize natural and sustainability patterns and
processes to utilize nature as a model for organizing.
Summery of Natural organismic organizing
• Taurus- looking at it in a completed context is complicated, but the building blocks are
simple, so don’t focus on the whole, it is not a means, but a process of smaller steps.
• If you take nothing else, simply understand that it’s not about what the action that needs
to be taken or the decision that will/has been made, but about where it fits into the larger
picture to organize it within the organism.
• Main Reason for its creation is that some of the most difficult problems in organizing our
communities are miss communication, lack of communication, not having representation
or miss representations, and of course confusion in decision making, who should make a
decision, not having agreement and actions moving forward out of sequence.
• We need to use All tools available, to meet the needs of our current evolution
• Organic Spiraling Evolution- our consciousness spirals over time, and the organism
model also spirals to match the conscious evolution of our society.
• The foundation that holds all the different parts, organs, or organization of the organism
together is that they all need to Speak the Same Language. Same vocabulary or
translatable.
• An existing, living, breathing model, which is being created, does not currently exist.
There is no real model that can be observed in reality, but it will slowly come together
and when it is glowing and flowing we will know.
3 Parts to Organismic organizing
• Communications
o True Communication is only possible in small groups of 2-3 people, maximum 6.
o Real Consensus cannot be reached with a group of more than 15-20 people unless
buddies are used for improving communication.
• Representations
o Buddy Teams to communicate in small groups of 2-3 people and then send
representation for communication throughout the organism.
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•

o Different “organ”-izations of the organism can have representation into the
organism as a whole.
o The entire population of the world can be represented in small groups of 2-3
people with true communication in as few as 32 meeting groups.
Actions
o Decisions are only actions, no decision has been made until action has been taken.
o Actions are made by individuals or small groups of 2-6 people

Implementation
• Start with Communications, find agreement within the organism, define simple
vocabulary and values.
• Let go of the dividing lines between organizations and let it blur a little.
o Holographic imagery & visualization, many possibilities in one location.
o Can have multiple networks in same location.
• Each different strategy can be looked at like a different organ of the whole.
o Ex. Each hub may organize differently. One may be by consensus, and other
majority, and still an other could have a director, and still all can fit together
seamlessly.
• This info sheet is not a definitive model, and these ideas will evolve and be clearer over
time.

OPEN SYSTEMS & Transparency:
Our network functions as an open system, there is no barrier to
involvement or interaction, only different levels. Although our legal entities
will be restricted on their function to align with our strategy and purpose,
our networks are open to all systems of strategy and purpose to create
diversity. As a whole, the MOEs protocol will be strict transparent & public
communication on every level, with guidelines to record all conversations,
and all programs and projects will be based on the law. Anything which is
deemed to be secret, must be agreed upon so in public, and given a strict
time limit, with the maximum time limit of the lifetime of everyone involved,
which cannot include the unborn.
Nodular Structural Organization:
The primary objective of our structural methodology is nodular self
organizing, and efficient duplication of backup responsibilities. Although we
intend to have leadership development systems, we are perfectly fine
having “multiple heads”, and as a nodular system, any node anywhere in
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the world can take up leadership responsibilities when interested, and
institute a plan for top level implementation. We support rotating
leadership, and automatic take over of leadership powers from any node
within the entire network. All nodes have the goal of having the resources
and assets to take on the responsibilities and duties of the whole network.

World View of various Global Crises
Our world view is based on the foundation that global technological
advancement and accompanied population growth has spun off a plethora
of global crises never before seen or dealt with by any generation before
us, and the current systemic structure of or society is not currently capable
of addressing these crises and they are continuing to get worse. Without
naming the laundry list of global and regional crises, we will just name 5 of
the top issues that we and future generations are all facing.
5 of the many global crises we are facing:

• Economic Destabilization from technological unemployment and wealth stratification.
• Climate Destabilization from Green House Gas emissions and other particulate pollution.
• Destruction and land pollution of 70%+ of the ecological land ecosystems and 30% of the
ocean ecosystems, with mass species die-offs in the range of 10,000 extinct species per year.
• Dysfunctional Governments that function too slow for the needs of 21st century people.
• Basic access to food, water, health care, education, incomes/jobs, and other life necessities.

Multi-Comprehensive, Do all of the above approach:
The primary paradigm of our society is to focus on one single issue at a
time, and simply believe that other people are dealing with the other
problems. Additionally we seem to believe that our work and solutions will
fit and be at least reasonably compatible with the solutions and
implementation other people are developing for other problems, and that
eventually even if it doesn’t fit at first, it will work out. Although the Unity
Network and our methodology doesn’t disagree with this outlook of our
social paradigm, we simply believe that even if there is a 5% chance that
this belief structure is actually WRONG, we MUST have an alternative
option to replace it.
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The foundation of the methodology for the Unity Network is that if we only
solve one single issue, it could very well make the other crises worse, or
cause other unforeseen crises within areas that aren’t even current
problems. Simply stated, if we are only looking at one issue, there is no
guarantee when we solve it that our solution wont cause other problems.
Therefore our methodology consists of the theory of a comprehensive
unified strategy and single interconnected series of solutions, as opposed
to fragmented single solutions for single problems. We see this theory as
just one of many possible options to solve our collective crises, but it is a
viable option and should be included in all discussion about how we solve
any individual crises.
Even if there is a small probability that we can’t solve any single crisis
without solving all of them simultaneously, we must consider this
comprehensive process and planning as a viable solution. Instead of
seeing the problems of the world as separate distinct unconnected issues,
we see that there are common roots to all of our problems, and therefore
we must consider creating collective solutions no matter what the problem
is.
This is not done by any single organization or even a single network, and
our intention is to unite with other organizations and networks to
interconnect existing projects and solutions being implemented to make
sure they all fit together. Our hope is to educate and help provide an open
framework for any issue or group to collaborate together and build support.
Currently we see that many of the roots of our collective problems arise
from un-representative democratic systems based on money and elite
wealth having unequal power, so many of our current projects are solutions
to that type of issue. Of course we have many other seemingly unrelated
issues and projects we also address and our focus can change at any time
based on your and other peoples involvement and votes.

Monetary & Power Structures of Society reside with the PEOPLE!
"
One of the key roots of our global crises that we see, is that our local
and globalized society has out grown its decision making processes and is
no longer capable of making difficult and essential decisions on behalf of
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the people. Our outdated government systems of democracy, although
they are the most evolved in history, still are not meeting the needs of
todays populations anymore, and many government bodies are gridlocked
with disproportional representation for big money, lobbyists, corporate and
national special interests. The top 85 wealthiest people of the world, hold
half of the entire wealth of the planet and the 1%ers own 65 times the
bottom half of the world population. Did those 85 people do 1/2 of the work
of the world to create all that wealth? Did the 1% do 65 times the work of
the bottom half to deserve 65 times the wealth? No, not even close, in fact
they have done less productive work because they simply invest old money
and fund other people to do the actual work for them, the system is flawed
and is rigged for the richest of the rich, because work is undervalued and
money is WAY overvalued and is pumped upstream. Year after year this
money and wealth has been taken from the people, and the only reason
that they continue to control the majority of humanities wealth and the
power that comes along with it, is because we the people of the world
continue to allow them to do so. FACT: At anytime we can collectively
decide to take it back, as they have no right to it under the natural laws of
our planet, because everyone has a right to meet their basic life
necessities. Again we believe that the power of the world political structures
is inherently with the people, and no law, government, family or individual
can ever change that. The only reason why the 1%ers, elite, corporations,
royalty, and other powerful individuals currently have the power of the
world, is because the people have chosen to continue to allow these
people to wield their power. At anytime the people can choose to take that
away, but only if we as the people of the world actively choose to take the
power back. And as a people, we can choose to give our power to any
political or governance structures that we choose. We as individuals must
take responsibility for the historical issues of our society, and the future, on
behalf of all future generations.

Community Equity and Societal Equity:
Community Equity - Give your Equity to the Community as a Whole but
your still part of the community, so if the community creates something of
value, you automatically will have equity in the for the long run, but it could
takes decades.
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The concept of Community Equity for our local and regional communities,
and societal equity, for the evolution of our entire society, is the new
concept for the foundation of our economic distribution of wealth and long
term advancement.
Why Societal Equity?:

We see the current global economic stagnation and recession is much
more complex than people talk about. Instead of it being a simple process
of growth vs contraction, we actually believe that the introduction of the
computer just 50 years ago, and the cybernation and mechanization of our
production supply of the globe, has actually changed and evolved the entire
global economy, and it no longer functions as it used to. The old economic
model which existed just fine before computers and cybernation came
around, was that people worked hard in factories and on production lines,
and got a high and reasonable income to spend money and keep the
economy going. Everyone had a good income, and the corporations did
just fine, and the economy worked for everyone. Yet within 50 years of the
introduction of the computer, almost every production system has seen a
50%+ reduction in workers, and employees now make less when doing the
work that is left. This wouldn’t be a problem except for where the control
and money is going. You would think that if we have computers and
machines do everything, naturally people would get paid more to do less
work since there is less work to go around. But that is not what is
happening, instead workers are getting paid less, and there is less work to
be done, so they work less hours, and 100% of all the increase in
production and cost effectiveness of the mechanized production systems is
going to the 1%. Did the 1% do all the work to invent and create the
cybernated systems that are reducing high quality jobs in the work force?
NO they didn’t, yet they are reaping 100% of the rewards. Income is no
longer being distributed sufficiently though work with our current economy
and we must find new ways to distribute income. One option is societal
equity.
Instead of working for 30 years and paying rent for 30 years, and getting
nothing for it, with societal equity you actually get equity for your
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contributions to society. In our current system, you can work hard for a
company for 30 years, and help make this company millions of dollars in
value, and then use the money you work for to pay rent for 30 years, and
pay off a million dollar mortgage for the owner of the house that you pay
rent to, but you yourself can end up with no equity or assets from your hard
work. In a single month the company that you have worked so hard for the
last 30 years, can simply lay you off and give your job to a computer for
higher profits, and because you can no longer pay rent, after 30 years of
paying rent on-time, your landlord can kick you out and next thing you know
your homeless with absolutely nothing, and the landlord and the owners of
the company you worked for walk away with millions in assets that you
helped create. The fact that our current economy even lets this happen
should be criminal, and is exactly the foundational reason why the 1%ers
and corporations are having record profits and earnings, when everyone
else's incomes are going down, or can’t find a job at all. When you can
simply layoff humans and families who used to benefit from the hard work
of their ancestors, and then give the work to computers, and take all the
rewards for your 1% family, and take all of the future income and assets
forever, there is a HUGE problem.
One simple solution to this problem that is just going to get worse, is
societal equity. Everyone who contributes in any way to our societal
economy deserves and receives direct equity in the form of assets in the
companies and the society itself based on their contribution level. Unlike
social security, the assets you gain in equity are yours and not controlled by
the government. You can save them, and when your able to legally divest,
like any typical employee assets, you can cash out at anytime, or better
yet, hold on to them to increase your long term equity for you and your
family in the growth of the human society.
What is so cool is that this same principle can be applied to any business,
organization, or network, in the form of community equity. Our goal is
simply to ensure that anyone who contributes to our network, will receive
equity if we ever as a network built strong assets, we have an obligation to
share this value with all of those who have contributed, not just those who
happen to have gotten it started, or were the original funders/investors.
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Societal Interactivity
Our goal is to have our systems of interactivity, dialogue and decision
making to be synchronized with the current societal paradigm of the times
to allow for the Maximum number of people to be involved. Primarily this
means we account for the busy nature of people with their personal lives
and jobs, and to utilize technology and the internet for direct decision
making. We are committed to perfecting fast click voting, the 5 minute
meeting, and the 1 hour campaign launch.
Although the primary leadership meetings will be organized and facilitated
as a normal meeting with topics and agenda items, and at times last an
hour or two, our primary meeting structure for long meetings that can last
for hours, is to utilize round table games.

Round Table Games
Our society loves games, and everyone loves to play games, both online
and in person. Therefore we are committed to allow the discussions and
general direction of our network to be organized in community round table
games in combination with general meeting formats. We are willing to play
any round table game as the focus of our community game meetings, but
we are committed to playing the games that are the most popular in our
communities. Currently the most popular round table games are card
games, and the most popular card game is Poker. So currently our primary
focus for community game meetings are Community Round Table Poker
Sessions. We have detailed standing rules on how these sessions are run
to balance the card game with the community meeting.
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URA Strategy
Ramo Main Pad: http://titanpad.com/RAMO
Current URA Strategy:
Note there is a slight differentiation between the strategies of the Unity Network and Ramo.
Bullet Points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transformative and non-violent foundation.
Function primarily on the Globally level, empowered locally.
Diversity, Multi-Faceted, Multi entity- Ramo-Heeo-Jelo MOE
Foundation of Individual basic life necessities, for all communication, plannign and
coordination. (L.I.F.E.)
Open Systems, Transparent & Public Communication, Network Cores Matrix diversifing
organizing systems.
Monetary Based Current Society Focus, More Money Making Moe (MMMoe).
Unifited & Integrated Comprehensive planing systems including a unified decision
making system for the entire MOE.
Social Integration; Quick action; Pre Set template campaigns for fast paced society, and
most access possible using online games.
Stick to only doing legal activities, ok with gray areay activities that are borderline legal,
or legal locally, but questionable national/globally, or vice versa.

Full Text:
Transformative and non-violent foundation:
We are non-violent and transformative even in communication and thought. Transformative
action, transformative networking, transformative vocabulary bring the transformation of society
we are looking for. (link)
Function primarily on the Globally level, empowered locally
We function on the Global decision making level, accross all continents, and eventually in any
language, with english not being the primary language, although it will be the starting point
language. Any individual accross the world (startin with english), who has a smart phone and
access to free voice communications can directly participate, everyone else can indirectly
participate. The global entity(s) are empowered locallly. Global Decision-Making & Equal
power of individuals, Seperation of Powers and Branches of Society, Protection of Individual &
Local Autonomy/Rights. (links): http://sync.in/GlobalEmpowermentStructure
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Diversity Multi-Faceted Multi entity- Ramo-Heeo-Jelo MOE
Our entity is a Multi Orgnanizational Entity (MOE) including both political and non political
activities, and non-monetary systems of decision making. Primary components of our entity are
the interrelated MOEs, non-profits, businesses, and political committees. Through our systems
of diversified organizations and entities, all stakeholders gain partial ownership in the system
however they interact including consumers, volunteers, workers, investors, and more. (link)
Foundation of Individual basic life necessities, for all communication, plannign and
coordination. (L.I.F.E.)
Each goal, project, acomplishment and achviement starts with individuals who support the work
of the whole. Our foundation is that each and every individual is a unique and essencial link in
our chain, and a challenging project for us all to support. The first step to all our planning,
communications and coordination is to integrate our Basic Life Necessities check in's to easily
understand the actionable items for us to prioritize to help each other. Each individual
collaborating within our ranks is entitled to Health and wellness and have their own basic life
needs met, including their personal wellness goals. We can never pressure anyone to work
+volunteer more than 40 hours a week and we actively encourage people to not to work
+volunteer more than 60 hours per week.
Basic LIFE Necesisites Matrix:
•
Resources: Food & Water; Resources/Money/Job
•
Security: Home & Shelter; Relations/Family/Friends
•
Care: Health care & Wellness; Education/Learning
•
Interaction: Transportation; Communications / Expression
http://titanpad.com/BLNcheckIns
Open System, Transparent & Public Communication, Network Cores Matrix diversifing
organizing systems.
We function as an open system, there is no barrier to involvement or interaction, only different
levels. Although our legal entities will be restricted on their function to align with our strategy
and purpose, our networks are open to all systems of strategy and pourpose to create diversity.
As a whole, the MOEs protocol will be strict transparent & public communication on every
level, with guidline to record all conversations, and all programs and projects will be based on
the law. Anything which is deemed to be secret, must be agreed upon so in public, and given a
strict timelimit, whith the maximum time limit of the lifetime of everyone involved, which canot
include the unborn. Our network matrix can be evolved as new types of systems are understood:
Network Cores Matrix:
•
Strict Strategy to No Strategy
•
Money to no money
•
Non political to political
•
Outside system to inside
•
Non violence to violence
•
Personal vs group
•
Fast and slow decisions
•
Template towards quick action
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•
Transparent vs. Secret
•
Legal Vs. Illegal
•
All topic based movements
Link: http://sync.in/ApprovedProjectStratigicMatrix
Monetary Based - Current Society Focus, More Money Making Moe (MMMoe)
The primary economy of today is money-consumer based. Until that changes, our primary
interaction with people/public is Money based, and we ask for donations and ask people to buy
our products and services. Our primary work ethic is to pay our workers for the most important
work of humanity, with the goal of paying a living wage when the budgets are feasible. But until
we have substantial budgets, we are completely ok paying workers minimum wage as much of
our work was/is still done by volunteers. We want to fundraise LOTS of money professionally
with donors and foundations. We then Distribute funds to a variety of projects and organizations,
not just Fundraising for ourselves. A subset of our organizations and projects is the More Money
Making Moe (MMMoe). The only priority of this subset of projects is to make money as fast
and as much as possible without doing anything illegal. We have a right to play the money game
at the same level as the largest corporations, except when we "profit", instead of the profit going
to the old system of individuals hoarding money and power, our not-for-profit system cleans the
money through a distributive chain to empower masses and support the transformation of society.
We will not shy away from controversial markets, but instead transform them. As a global
organization, our enemy is not outsourcing jobs to other countries, but the outsourceing of jobs
to robots, machines, and cybernated systems. We have no problem using small amounts of
money to pay workers in third world countires to work long hours for the betterment of the
global InterMovement. The foundation of our movement my not be within first world countries
at all. We use all the legal resources of the world to meet our substancial goals, and play the
money game fair and square, just as the multi-national corporations do. The only difference is
that we create a collective cooperative system which everyone collectivly can control and
disinegrate if they wanted to.
Through our systems of diversified organizations and entities, all stakeholders gain partial
ownership in the system itself, however they interact, including consumers, volunteers, workers,
investors, and more. (link)
Unified & Integrated Comprehensive planing systems including a unified decision making
system for the entire MOE.
The entire MOE functions with a single unifited system of decision making, reporting, budgets
etc... Our overall strategy is to create and follow an integrated Comprehensive Plan for the
Transformation of society and the evolution of Humanity. This plan includes chaos, diversity,
variations, experimentation, innovation, and new social movements that we can't yet define.
Social Integration; Quick action; Pre Set template campaigns for fast paced society, and most
access possible using online games.
We must target todays existing society with all our campaigns and porjects. Our current society
is fast paced, busy, disconnected, fragmented, and not prone to stay focused. Our primary
organizing strategies to target these atributes is the 5-15 minute planning meetings, the 1 hour
campaign launches, and for long stratigic communications and planning, use the online poker
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room, to keep people participating more often and longer. Poker is the largest online community
and society that sits in a circle for massive amounts of time.
Stick to only doing legal activities, ok with gray areay activities that are borderline legal, or
legal locally, but questionable national/globally.
Our network focuses strickly on legal activities, but we are ok with the gray area right up and a
little past the line of legality. The primary places where this comes up now, is with medical
marijuana, and paying workers globally. We are ok with both of these actions as long as they
follow the local laws to keep everything legal, or as legal as possible, with a plan of getting even
more legal as time goes on. All different levels and layers of legality automaticlly create new
legal entities. Any group or project that is dealing with a different set of legal issues must have
its own legal entity structure that prevents those issues getting tied into the core non-profit legal
structure of the network itself. The core legal entities should go above and beyond to NOT
interact with any borderline legal inititives.
Notes/Disscussion:
Mel feedback:
Makes sense to paying living wages where appropriate.
Whatever the budgets can aford. If someone is willing to work pro-bono it is fine.
Everything we invest in will build futher income and funds for the programs.
Starting at minimum wage is fine. But living wage makes sence.
Paying workers globally could be too broad. Maybe focus more locally.

Approved Project Strategic Matrix (APSM):
The APSM defines the strategic limits of all projects sponsored by the MOE and also the MOE's
Internal Organizational Strategic Values.
Contriversial Spectrums:
In-between the two |X|'s indicate the levels of the spectrum that is Approved for sponsored
projects
The |O| represents the location on the Spectrum the MOEs Internal Strategic organizational
values standard.
Violence vs. Non violence
•
Sponsonsorship [5-10] MOE [10+]
•
1 = Fully violent acts (war) 2 3 4 |X| 5 6 7 8 9= Non-Violence 10 =Transformative
Actions |O| |X|
•
We are ok with any idea or project that involves Legal Violence
•
In other words court cases including death penalties and anti-trust dismantlement of
corporations.
•
We can not directly sponsor any idea or project that could have any physical violence.
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Secret vs. Transparent
•
Sponsorship [4-10] MOE [7+]
•
1= Completely Secret 2 3|X| 4 5 6 7 |O| =Some Temporal Restrictions 8 9 10=
Everything Transparent and Public |X|
•
We can not sponsor any idea or project that is interconnected to any level of the secret
elite or long term secret clubs. It is ok if people relinquish involvement for the future,
and if the secrets are temporary for starting a business.
Illegal vs. Legal
•
Sponsorship [5-10] MOE [5+]
•
1= Illegal Activities 2 3 4|X| 5 |O| =Borderline illegal but still legal 6 7 8 9 10 =
Completly Legal Everywhere |X|
•
We will allow some minor civil disobediance to be realted to some programs and ideas
we sponsor
•
Primaryily we draw the line at sponsoring nothing that is illegal, but we are ok with the
gray area of legality as long as it leans towards the law being on our side. This includes
the following senarios: medical marijuana, hireing people globally at wages less than the
local minimum wage.
Non-Contriversial Specturms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No Money to Only Money Based
Sponsorship [1-10] MOE [8.5]
Any idea no matter what level of money. If it is no money at all, then it doesn't go to the
HR board because there can't technially be staff unless the proposal/idea gets donatations
that are then coordinated by a monetary coponent of the MOE
Non political to only political
Sponsorship [1-10] MOE [3]
Any non-political or fully political and anything in-between
Outside system to inside
Sponsorship [1-10] MOE [5]
Any project outside the current system, and any idea within the primary societal system
Personal vs group
Sponsorship [1-10] MOE [5]
Slow Decisions vs. Fast Decisons
Sponsorship [1-10] MOE [7.5]
No Pre-Planning vs. Template quick action
Sponsorship [1-10] MOE [8]
Global vs Local
Sponsorship [1-10] MOE [7]
No Strategy vs Strickt Strategy
Sponsorship [1-10] MOE [8.5]
All topic based movements
(Link to all topics and categories)
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Jura & URA Values
Jura Values
	

Core Values:
o Balance: Think Local, Global and Universal; Act in Balance!
o Sustainability is Diversity- for every decision consider 7 generations ahead, and the social, environmental
and economic factors that the decision affects….
o Collaboration & Interdependence: Working with our neighbors and the environment to enhance all of our
lives; knowing we are all connected.
o Spectrums & Cycles- Nothing is just black and white; knowing all options and how they fit together, make
sure you have all your tools accessible, but don’t get caught up into any one tool.
o Simplicity- simple living is at the heart of happiness and nature.
o Intrinsic value of Life & all living beings; Everything should have the right to exist because it does; nothing
should die a meaningless death. Kill only for your own needs.
o Give to give, and then give more, even if it is your life.
o Synchronization- only if we synchronize with natural cycles can we balance our interaction with the earth
and beyond.
o Change yourself to change the world.
o Keep an Open Mind to everything.
o Freedom: The meaning of life is that there is no meaning at all, yet we search for power and understanding
of how the universe works and our place in it. We finely understand, and attain absolute freedom to control
the universe and define what choice is, and like an instant flash, the universe evolves to become ever more
complex to restore balance of individual power. Freedom is balance of power. Separation of powers is the
institutional framework to implement freedom.
Important Values:
o Golden Rule- do unto others, what you would want done to yourself.
o Only get what you need
o Stay Positive -As long as no one prevents me from doing what I need in the present moment, then I have no
intention of actively preventing anyone else from doing what they do. Keep everything positive as much as
possible, raise the vibration, see the light in everything.
o Plant Rights- create balance in protecting plants including trees and weed as plants are the foundation of the
living ecosystem. (Human & animal rights are a given)
o Struggle leads to effortlessness- accept and go beyond conflict to evolve
o Learn to Teach, yet only guide.
o Safety- Mental, Physical and spiritual safety
o Health- optimum health for everyone, strive to be healthy and complete
o Total Awareness- Every moment strive for Balance of tension; effortlessness; presence; breath; yoga &
meditation… To go deep inside to actualize the realization that there is evil and darkness within yourself.
Don’t point blame on external entities or judge, just be aware. Relinquish self.
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o
o

Everything you need, you already have.
Life is balance of the elements: Fire, Air, Water, and Earth; Plasma, Gas, Liquid, Solid; Soul, Breath,
Blood, and Body; Connect
o Being True to one’s word and agreements- Do what you say, and say what you do, words are Magic.
o Non-Special Interest: Understanding that your personal interests can actually do harm to the world if you
are unwilling to give them up sometimes for the greater good. Everything is but a subset of something
bigger- Synchronization.
o Waste Prevention: A landfill is a Recycling and composting center waiting to be organized; Refrain,
Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, then Recycle; and Compost
Other Values:
o Students, youth, and kids are the foundation of our society and should be supported as such. They should
be involved in decision Making as well as funded.
o Decision Making w/ Open Dialogue: Aim for Congruency and supportive consensus as the strongest and
most important type of decision.
o A Win-Win-Win Situation always exists.
o Every problem always has a solution
o The most local level is always the most important.
o Experienced intuitional Truth- of each individual, and conscious consensus; Create mental and spiritual
safe space where people can share their experiences without judgment or ridicule from “unbelievers”.
o Facilitation: Always have someone who has the responsibility to look after the group to make sure people
together can do their best thinking and work.
o Representation: Always ensure representation knowing that in no way does that representative hold the
power of the whole.
o Humility and Humbleness: Leave the judging to the judges, reverence, respect, and love towards all others.
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World Declaration of Interdependence Values
We the undersigned, support the following values laid out in the World Declaration for
Interdependence (WDI). http://www.LawByPeople.com/WDI
Interdependence
Interdependence of all the people of the world, all national governments, all
organizational entities, all cultures, and all ecosystems and natural resource coalitions.
Individual Rights
Rights to all people of the world to directly participate in global decision making and
directly bypass their national governments and directly work with people within all
countries of the word.
Organizational Rights
Rights to organizational entities, businesses and corporations to participate in global
decision making.
Cultural Rights
Rights for all cultures to represent themselves globally and participate in global decision
making.
Ecosystem Rights
Rights to natural resource coalitions that represent the most unbiased and scientific
view point of the natural resources and biological ecosystems of our planet.
Stable & Secure Economy
Re-create the global economy based on local stability and security and based on
wellness and health for organizations and people alike, and make growth and profit
secondary.
Support Thriving Ecosystems
Evolve and transform the human economy to function as a subsidiary of the natural
economy and become balanced and in harmony with the ecosystems of the earth.
Organizational Safety Nets
Unprecedented problems of global concern call for a fundamental transformation of our
production processes and industries. This discussion cannot even be started until we
establish a comprehensive safety net for all organizational entities and people affected
by unforeseen reductions in natural resource allocation; we must support these
industries and organizational entities to be re-vitalized into new industries that are in
balance and harmony to keep our economies stable and people employed.
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Peace through Education
Support the people of the world to take education into their own hands, only people
working interdependently can take this monumental task of educating the world
population to see it become a reality.
Cultural Diversity
Create a safety net for cultural security with documentation, translation, and other
cultural necessities to increase education and expand cultural diversity and continuity
especially with the dying languages.
Utilization of Technology for Global Decision-Making
Technology now allows us all to directly communicate and make decision between
people representing their local communities, cultures and business. Only through direct
representation can many of the worlds problems be solved because national
governments have biased interests, and many UN countries do not directly represent
the majority of their people. We see ensuring direct representation of all the people of
the world as the only viable option to secure our fate and reach the highest goals of
humanity. National governments do not have the right to directly negotiate with people
in other countries, only the people within a country have the right to directly negotiate
with people of other countries.
Using Natural Boundaries to Assist Communication
In addition to national boundaries, using natural unbiased boundaries will assist
communication between people from local communities across the world.
We agree with the fundamental message of global rights for all citizens with
interdependent rights with all national governments, organizations and business entities.
And for the support of this declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of divine
providence, we mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes and our sacred
honor.
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An Argument for The Comprehensive Plan
We all know we have lots of problems in the world, and I could talk about
any one of them here, and convince you to go along with my argument.
But if we succeeded, would that really solve the problem when there are 50
other problems and crisis going on simultaneously? Can we really solve
the problem of homelessness without also stabilizing our economy? Can
we create equality for women in the workplace without also improving
women's health care and access to prenatal and maternal services?
To a certain extent YES, you can make major progress on individual issues,
which actually helps other issues improve by association. But I would also
argue that these individual successes that we have seen over the last
50-100 years have been recently plagued with concerning set backs.
Here's a little Summary (to post)
Women still don't receive equal pay and access to abortions have
decreased.
Civil liberties have eroded and in many placed we are fighting for the right
of our vote for minorities
Our society is more militerized than ever and conflicts in the world with non
stop war on terror could lead us into world war three.
Sustainability of the earth and climate change is teatering on disaster for
our and future generations.
The list goes on and on....
So Even though we have had major breakthroughs in all of these areas of
need in our society, we still continue to slip back into the original problems
and in some instances are facing even more catastrophic challenges in the
future than we faced in the past. It is great that the Silent spring helped
clean up our "burning" rivers and stop the killing of millions of birds, but
now we face the obliteration of most of 70% of the last 3% of prestine
forests left on this earth, poluted oceans and fish populations being
desimated and disapearing fising cities, and worse of all the destabalization
of the global climate with the potential of out of control global warming. Any
of these crisises could create a catistroughfic domino effect on our
economies that results in the death of billions of people.
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What is the alternative to the same activist and political systems that have
been used and acted upon over the last 50-100 years? There is no good
term, but I can begin to describe it as Some type of InterMovement that is
based on a multi-stratigic, multi-cause, multi-entity, multi-facited framework
where the masses can feel included. For those of you who push away from
the multiple, and both, holigraphic, multi-dementional concepts of
interdisaplinary action, an other way of looking at the same puzzel is
UNITY. Unity of our fragmented society is nothing less than creating a
multi-dementional holigraphic and interdisaplinary singularity that can grow
and catelize the future of Humanity's Evolution.
I am not talking about the "lets save the world and have a utopian global
peace" starting next week mentality. I'm talking about a step by step,
achievable and targeted and strategic process that must be founded in
science, recordable data driven bench marks, that track progress in a
multitude of program and transformation implementation areas. Each
crisis, each cause, each spoke of the unified intermovement must have
specific attainable goals in a step by step plan that is nothing less than
comprehensive. And there is no alternative than hard work to make that
happen and follow it through.

There are going to be problems, issues between people groups, and
strategy, but we have to find and create common ground. Which brings us
to the final pillar of the foundation to creating a attainable comprehensive
plan the revolves around a unified inter-movement. That is forgiveness.
Progressives must forgive neo-cons. ? must forgive ?. Palistinans must
forgive Israilize. Muslums must forgive christians. This is crucial to moving
forward and creating unity.
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More topics for Methodology:

•Methodology
• Unity between movements
• MOE
• Comprehensive, and both...
•see unity network about pages...
•
• Strategy Coalition
•Strategy
•
•Money Focus - function within the current fabric of society, even though
our goal is eventually to change that
• MMMoe
•
Fundraising Products & Services
•
•Structures of
• Glocal
• Majority Rule with Interdependence
•

•
•

Open Systems
Internal, external, alternative, transformative

•
•
•

Nodular
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About the Unity Network
www.UnityNet.info
Doc: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CtrT_CxvV5waFU45z0Z8oT8WBdVdcKhBYbEPXALUO-g/edit?usp=sharing

In a Sentence:
The Unity Network is collaborating to unite the people and movements
of the world towards social transformation.
Short Summary About the Unity Network:
The Unity Network uses principles of sustainability, grassroots activism,
and collaborative decision making to help find solutions to the greatest
problems of the 21st century. Our goal is to support and catalyze unity
between the diversity of people and movements across the world to work
towards tangible solutions and social transformation to build balance with
ourselves and the natural world. Currently our general priorities involve
developing new governance and economic system proposals, based on
natural ecology and sustainability, that can help meet basic life necessities
of all people, as well as a variety of other social conscious projects.
Our world view is based on the foundation that global technological
advancement and accompanied population growth has spun off a plethora
of global crises never before seen or dealt with by any generation before
us, and the current systemic structure of or society is not currently capable
of addressing these crises and they are continuing to get worse. Without
naming the laundry list of global and regional crises, we will just name 5 of
the top issues that we and future generations are all facing.
5 of the many global crises we are facing:
• Economic Destabilization from technological unemployment and wealth stratification.
• Climate Destabilization from Green House Gas emissions and other particulate pollution.
• Destruction and land pollution of 70%+ of the ecological land ecosystems and 30% of the
ocean ecosystems, with mass species die-offs in the range of 10,000 extinct species per year.
• Dysfunctional Governments that function too slow for the needs of 21st century people.
• Basic access to food, water, health care, education, incomes/jobs, and other life necessities.
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"
The foundation of the methodology for the Unity Network is that if we
only solve one single issue, it could very well make the other crises worse,
or cause other unforeseen crises within areas that aren’t even current
problems. Therefore our methodology consists of the theory of a
comprehensive unified strategy and single interconnected series of
solutions, as opposed to fragmented single solutions for single problems.
We see this theory as just one of many possible options to solve our
collective crises, but it is a viable option and should be includes in all
discussion about how we solve any individual crises. Even if there is a
small probability that we can’t solve any single crisis without solving all of
them, we must consider this option as a viable solution. We see that there
are common roots to all of our problems, and that there are collective
solutions no matter what the problem is. Our hope is to educate and help
provide an open framework for any issue or group to collaborate together
and build support. Currently we see that many of the roots of our collective
problems arise from un-representative democratic systems based on
money and elite wealth having unequal power, so many of our current
projects are solutions to that type of issue although we have many other
seemingly unrelated issues and projects we also address and our focus
can change at any time based on your and other peoples involvement and
votes.
Some of the current activities we are working on:
• Community Elections, to prioritize ideas and proposals that anyone
can input.
• Unity Flag, a visual iconic symbol of unity between the peoples
movements. (Draft Example at the top of this Document.)
• Unity Day, an annual event to support building unity between all
people and movements.
• People's Parallel Congress to create communication and
representation for normal everyday People without influence
from Money, Business, Lobbyists, or elite.
• The Comprehensive Plan, compilation of integrated step by step
solutions to global crises, published along with an action adventure
book.
Read bellow for More information about these projects.
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Why do what we are doing?
Our view is that there is a growing laundry list of global problems and crises
that our current/old social decision making systems are not dealing with
sufficiently on behalf of the people. The old systems of dealing with these
issues are still primarily based on democratic bodies rooted in 200 year old
processes disconnected from the people, or single topic individual
movements that are fragmented and divided. We simply have a possible
theory, that no matter what the solution, it will effect all other problems as
they are all interconnected, (just as a butterflies wings can cause
hurricanes half way around the world). So our theory and methodology is
one of the only ones where we stand for a comprehensive interconnected
plan to solve all global problems and crises simultaneously, because if you
just solve one, it could cause even more problems down the road. Of
course this is just a theory, so we also support fragmented movements, yet
we feel the option must be on the table for an integrated unified approach
to solving global crises.
One of the key roots of our global crises that we see, is that our local and
globalized society has out grown its decision making processes and is no
longer capable of making difficult and essential decisions on behalf of the
people. Our outdated government systems of democracy, although they
are the most evolved in history, still are not meeting the needs of todays
populations anymore, and many government bodies are gridlocked with
disproportional representation for big money, lobbyists, corporate and
national special interests. The top 85 wealthiest people of the world, hold
half of the entire wealth of the planet and the 1%ers own 65 times the
bottom half of the world population. Did those 85 people do 1/2 of the work
of the world to create all that wealth? Did the 1% do 65 times the work of
the bottom half to deserve 65 times the wealth? No, not even close, in fact
they have done less productive work because they simply invest old money
and fund other people to do the actual work for them, the system is flawed
and is rigged for the richest of the rich, because work is undervalued and
money is WAY overvalued and is pumped upstream. Year after year this
money and wealth has been taken from the people, and the only reason
that they continue to control the majority of humanities wealth and the
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power that comes along with it, is because we the people of the world
continue to allow them to do so. FACT: At anytime we can collectively
decide to take it back, as they have no right to it under the natural laws of
our planet, because everyone has a right to meet their basic life
necessities.
"
"
The people, according to almost all democratic government
constitutions, hold the power to directly make decisions for themselves
when it is not expressly written in the constitution. Many of our current
crises that we face today did not exist when most of the democratic
constitutions were written, or have not been added in, and therefore
people, and in many cases only people, have the ability and power to come
together and unify to make decisions for ourselves in the failure/absence of
the ability for national and multi-national governments to enact workable
solutions, most likely dew to biases special interests. We need more
Balance of Power and Separation of Powers within governance models that
further increase individual and local freedoms by supporting the creation of
new systems of democratic engagement including the Democratic Trilogy,
of Participatory Democracy, Direct Democracy, and Representative
Democracy, to represent PEOPLE separate from lobbyists, money, and
business interests.
"
We can build on a methodology of open networking where anyone
and everyone from any background and any interest can collaborate
together even with different strategies and tactics using nodular, and
holographic structures of self organizing. ALL PEOPLE must be created
equal, and ALL IDEAS must be treated equal to allow anyone to openly and
confidently express their ideas without ridicule, and for all ideas to be
legitimately considered based on unbiased merit, without pre-judgement
from individual or collective points of view. We call this “Ideaocracy” where
all ideas are given equal consideration. Furthermore we need new
economic systems based on natural laws to ensure access of basic life
necessities for ALL PEOPLE and fair distribution of work, wealth, and
income that doesn’t destroy the environment and the life systems of the
planet that we depend on. The foundation of our human economy needs to
be actual work, innovation, and equitable access to resources for individual
freedoms and basic life necessities, and to end the existing era of the
human economy being based on top down monetary control/investment,
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stock market gambling, market share domination, and purposefully allowing
the limiting, in-debting and poverty of mass populations for the benefit of
the few. Now is the time to enact alternatives, including far-fetched
grassroots people-based systems, to solve our global crises. It can be
done, and it can be done NOW if we all want it, so we need your help to
make it happen.

How to help out and Get Involved?
Questions? Contact Jay anytime: jay(at)jayslife(dot)net (415) 323-5833
Link to Activity Calendar to get involved in Conference Calls:
http://padhtml.wc.tc/wctc/all-pads/UnityNetCalendars.html
"
Anyone can get involved with the Unity Network at small, medium, or
large commitment levels. In just a few minutes, someone can be a full
participant in online decision making within the network. We structure our
involvement levels based on a busy society, so we have many levels of
involvement to allow for people to easily commit to easy involvement for the
masses. Weather it is quick click voting or volunteering with just a 15
minute session, or if people want to jump in with a weekly internship, or
even get paid for their work, there is a way that anyone can get involved.
Here is a list starting with the smallest commitment levels.
Fast Click Vote in the Current Election (30 seconds-5 minutes a month)
Level 1: http://padhtml.wc.tc/wctc/all-pads/CurrentLevel1Election.html
Take a quick moment to vote on the top ideas and projects within the current
Unity Election. Your votes decide the foundation of our focus and where we put
the majority of our available resources. You can vote just once per year, and
your vote will count within the annual voting which is the most important, or you
can sign up to get regular reminders for monthly/weekly elections.

Link to One or All of our Unity Network Social Pages (1-3 minutes)
"
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/UnityMOE
"
Twitter: https://twitter.com/UnityNet
"
Email List: http://groups.google.com/group/unitynetwork
"
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Vote to Prioritize the Symbols for the Unity Flag (2-5 minutes per year)
"
Link: http://unity.network.wc.tc/FlagPrioritizationVote.html
The Unity Flag is just as important as the Current issues, as it is our essential
unifying flag to connect not just our issues, but all the peoples movements
together. Only the top symbols will make it into the Unity Flag, so please take a
few minutes to go through the possible symbols, vote/prioritize your top choices,
and even add new options if you have them.

Make a Monetary Vote / Donation / Invest (5-15 minutes)
Standard Donation: http://IdeaFun.org/StandardDonation
Tax-Deductible Donation: http://IdeaFun.org/TaxDeductableDonation
"
You can donate to any idea or project you want to and it counts towards
our decision making process. Donations can be tax deductible for most ideas,
and some projects come with an optional gift with donations. If your not sure
which project you want to donate to, but you know you want to support the Unity
Network in some way, simply make a donation and we will always follow up with
you to confirm where you want the money to go. Un targeted donations will go
towards a general pool and the winning projects of the Unity Elections.
Buy one of our Products (5-15 minutes)
"
Unity Flags: http://unity.network.wc.tc/OrderFlags.html
"
Rainbow Poker Deck: http://rainbowpoker.net/
"
Mini Declaration iphone App: http://lawbypeople.com/MiniDeclaration/
Yet if you don’t just want to make a donation, you are welcome to purchase one
of our many products so you get something for your money. 100% of the
proceeds go to support the projects of the Unity Network. There are many
options for products, many do not have websites yet, and more are being created
every year.

Call Into The Comprehensive Plan (TCP) Info Q&A Session (5-15 minute)
TCP Info Q&A Sessions currently take place on Full Moons(100%), New
Moons(0%), and Quarter Moons(50%). Please visit our Activity Calendar and

look up the time and how to call into the TCP Info Q& A Sessions:
http://padhtml.wc.tc/wctc/all-pads/UnityNetCalendars.html
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Call Into a Unity Network Info Q&A Session (30min-1 hour)
Want more information about the Unity Network in a simple Q&A format. Please
visit our Activity Calendar and look up the time and how to call into the TCP

Info Q& A Sessions:
http://padhtml.wc.tc/wctc/all-pads/UnityNetCalendars.html
Regular Activities, Meetings, & Conference Calls: (Annual - Weekly)
You can get involved as little as Once a Year during our Annual Unity Day event,
or you can choose to be involved seasonally, monthly, bi-weekly, or weekly
depending on the type of work and involvement you are interested in.
To Get Involved Please Fill Out This Form: http://wc.tc/GettingInvolved
Or email: jay(at)jayslife(dot)net
Also Please visit our Activity Calendar and look up the time and how to call

into Conference Call of your choice, and / or in A-synchronous sessions.
http://padhtml.wc.tc/wctc/all-pads/UnityNetCalendars.html

Become a Representative in the People’s Parallel Governance
Systems and Run for Elected Office for and of the People as a
People’s Representative. (Unknown amount of time?? min 1-5+ hours per month)
"
Link: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/
1f1R8TLyYrncPkAtdJ5SCsdsQyV31m57V72xUBwItOZM/viewform?
usp=send_form
Please Join the Update Streams:
At least join the main Unity Network updates, and if you want you can get
on my update stream and some of the other project updates as well.
------------------Unity Network Updates Stream:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/UnityMOE
Twitter: https://twitter.com/UnityNet
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Email List: http://groups.google.com/group/unitynetwork
You can also sign up for updates on the blog or website where you can
request updates on a specific temporal frequency.
http://UnityNet.info/blog
Http://UnityNet.info
------------------The Comprehensive Plan:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TheCompPlan
Twitter: https://twitter.com/UnityPlan
Twitter: http://twitter.com/HumansEvolution
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Heeo/196417987074555

-----------------CommUnity Elections:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Unityelections/
1469919123220412
Twitter: http://twitter.com/UnityElections
Email Lists: http://padhtml.wc.tc/wctc/all-pads/ElectionsSignUpInfo.html
Http://CommunityElections.com
-----------------Unity Flag:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/UnityFlags
Twitter: http://twitter.com/UnityFlags
-----------------Unity Day
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Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/UnityDay/1457842957794278
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Unity_Day
------------------
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About the Author:
Bio One:
	

Jay Blas Jacob Cabrera is a pioneer in the local and state-wide communities as one of the
co-founders of the Student Sustainability Movement in California that has spread throughout the
nation. Jacob co-founded many organization at UC Santa Cruz including the state-wide
California Student Sustainability Coalition, CSSC, which collaborates with the UC Regents and
the UC Office of the President to create and improve the first comprehensive sustainability policy
in higher education...
Bio Two:
Jay Blas Jacob Cabrera, alumni from UC Santa Cruz with a degree in Environmental
Studies & Biology, has a passion for uniting everyone’s ideas together and a desire to live in
Central & South America. During his undergraduate carrier he co-founded the California
Student Sustainability Coalition (CSSC) as instrumental to getting the UC sustainability policy
on green building passed by the UC Regents. He also was co-chair of the UCSC Student
Environmental Center (SEC), co-founder of the Education for Sustainable Living Program
(ESLP), and was elected Internal Vice Chair of the UCSC Student Union Assembly his senior
Year. After graduation he was a staff for both the SEC and the CSSC statewide, and continues to
advise many student organizations. Jacob loves broad based networking and was introduced to
the “time and natural cycles” movement(s) through involvement with the Whole Earth Festival in
UC Davis, and the Day out of Time Celebration in Ashland Oregon, where the North American
hub for the Planet Art Network and the Foundation for the Law of Time come together.
Bio Three:
In college at UC Santa Cruz Jay spent his free time volunteering with a multitude of
student organizations. He networked between many organizations and there was times
when I was a core leader within 6 organizations including #2 in the Student government,
while being an active member with 20 other organizations. But his main focus during
that time was Sustainability groups. From 1999-2006 he helped create 8 organizations
and started the campus sustainability movement at UC Santa Cruz and throughout
California. The largest organizations that he co-founded was the California Student
Sustainability Coalition, and the Education for Sustainable Living Program. He worked
with the UC Regents to pass and implement one of the most comprehensive
Sustainability Plans in higher education. The organization spread throughout all the UC
system, CSU system, much of the California Community Colleges, and across the
nation. At UC Santa Cruz they passed two successful ballot measures to raise a
$360,000 annual permanent budget, and raised massive amounts of money with other
organizations and created as many as 50 new job positions across the state including
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multiple Sustainability offices at various universities. Overall there is about a $1 million
dollar annual budget between the network of organizations that he helped get started.
Yet his work went beyond just sustainability organizations. His focus has always been
"Total Societal Transformation" and his work takes him to do what ever is going to be
the best source to create that transformation. Right now, that transformation is
happening within this new movement that is sweeping the world, and that is where he
says he need to be.

List of Jay’s Current/Past Positions
Founder Unity Network (www.UnityNet.info)
Chair Community LIFE Network (www.CommunityLIFEnetwork.org
Treasure Governance Evolution Project (www.GEP.wc.tc)
Owner Humanity’s Evolution (www.HumanitysEvolution.com)
Occupy Stanford, Occupy Palo Alto, Occupy Silicon Valley, Occupy CA Central Coast,
Occupy California, Occupy South-West States, Occupy USA, Occupy North America,
Global Assemblies, Facilitation group of InterOccupy.org, Communications Group of
Occupy Coordination, Facilitation group of the Global English-Spanish Language
Assembly and much more Occupy Groups
Co-Founder and Staff California Student Sustainability Coalition

Links to Jay’s Social Media Accounts / Update Stream:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/0001a
Twitter: https://twitter.com/0e
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/0000a/
Google+: https://plus.google.com/+JayBlasJacobCabrera
Tumblr: http://www.tumblr.com/blog/xacobi
Email List: https://groups.google.com/group/jayblasjacobcabrera
Link to Jay’s Personal Websites:
JaysLIFE.net
JacobsLIFE.org
JayBlasJacobCabrera.com
Heeo.in
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BJC.in
Jelo.in
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